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CHAP'l'ER I 

INTRODUCTIO~ AND OBJEQTIVES 

Introduction 

Harvesting of forage and ce~eal crops often begins with the cut~ 

ting operation. Since cutting is only 0ne in a long series of opera-

tions, it is expedient that this p;i;oce~ure be completed in as quick ~pd 

efficient a··ma,nner as possible to hE!lp reduce harvest costs and lossE::i;;, 
.. 

· In forage crops there are two major cutting 0Qjectives. Firstly, 

the speed at which the cutting operatiqµ occurs is important if losses 

due to weather are to be minimized. Secondly, the closeness and clean~ 

liness of the cut Fire irnpo;rtant from the stanqpoint; of yield per acre. 

For cereal crops there are ag~in two maj~r cutting objectives, 

As in the case of forage crops, the first objective is speed. The 

second is again yield, but rather than being associated with closeness 

of cut, it is related to seed losso If the plant i~ subjected to large 

amounts of agitation during the cutting proces$, seed los1') is increased 

due to shattering. 

One point must be kept in mind with respect to all the objectives 

mentioned above. This is the power consumed in a:rder to achieve aIJ.y 

particµla;r objective. If power usage increaseis to such an extent that 

it economically masks the advantage attained, the solution is no 

longer appropriate. 
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The cutting mechanism presently used qn most agricultu~al mach~nes 

is the reciproca,ting cutterbar Qr, as it i,s sometimes known, t;he i:;ickle 

bar. Often used in conjunction with this cutter, especially in cereal 

crops, is a reel, The reel has three main fupcti,.ons: 1) to move the 

crop into the cutting area and align it for improved cutting, 2) to 

hold the crop during cutting, and 3) to prevent chopping of the crop 

by moving it away from the cutter i,.nto an appropriate collection 

device, 

The basic design of the reciprocating cutter is far from ideal. 

There is the inherent disadvantage associated with any reciprocating 

action, that is, speed, Conventional pitman drives are limited to 

1000 rpm, while dynamically balanced systems may ope~ate at up to 1200 

rpm (40). If forward travel per stroke is Umited to a ma~imum of four 

inches as recommended by Kepner (39), this wouid allow a ground speed 

of nine mph. Geqei;ally, he>wever, oply th:t;ee in. per s trake is rec9m .. 

mended to avoid a ragged and uneven stµbble, ~his limits ground speed 

to only 6,8 mph and results in low capacit:j,es. 

There is a great waste of energy in a reciprocating system, A 

large quantity of energy is consumed in the constant acceleration and 

decceleration of the knife; this energy is wasteci as it ;:ls not used 

directly in the cutting operation. As;oociated w:lth the :);'eciprocating 

cutterbar are large amounts of inherent friction. Not only does this 

consume and thus waste energy, but it also increases wear, thereby 

increasing operating costs, 

Another disadvantage of the reciprocating cutterbar system is seed 

loss in cereal crops. The reciprocating motion of the knife induces a 

shaking action in the crop which can increase seed loss and reduce 
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yield. The reel also incre~ses se~d loss, As each slat of the reel 

comes in contact with the crop it actµally hits the stalks unless reel 

speed and ground speed ~re perfectly ~atched. This stri~ing action 

causes shattering of the seed heads and a ~eduction in the crop yiel~. 

In some seed crops it has been shown that cutterbar losses account fqr 

65 to 80 percent of the total seed loss in a combine (55, 61), 

A second cutting unit, sometimes used in the harvesting o~ forage 

crops, is the flail type mower, There are, however, two main dis

advantages associated with this unit. ~irstly, the crop is chopped up 

to such an extent that the finer pieces are lost during the collection 

operation? resulting in a 5 to 10 percent reduction in yield (40). 

Secondly, if the ground surface is fairly rough, the flailing action 

can cut the high spots off the gro~nd. This soil is then mixed with 

the forage, contaminating it as a feed as well as making it more sus

ceptible to spoilage during storage. 

Power consumption in the flail type mower is considerably higher 

than in the conventional mower as the stems are cut more than once. 

Unless the forage is to be chopped~ any energy e~pended in this second 

cutting is wasted. In addition, the flail type mower has an added dis

advantage in that it can be used only for forage crops, thus ~equiring 

a farmer to invest in two cutting units. 

It was with these disadvantages of present cutting methods in 

mind that Bledsoe (5) in 1969 dev~loped and laboratory-tested a rotary 

sickle having a compound helical knife configuration, This unit was 

claimed to be capable not only of cutting the stems but also of tra~ 

jecting them out of the cutting area, thus eliroinating the need for a 

reel. 
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This cutter proved very successful in the laboratory, thus it was 

decided that the next ~ogic;:al step in the testing and deve1oprp.ent of 

the new cutting device should be field testing. It is with this idea 

that the objectives for this research and thesis were developed. 

Research Objectives 

1. Modify the original design and fabrication procedure developed 

by Bledsoe to achieve the following: 

A. a des;i.gn that allows easy replacement of the various 

components of the cutting un;i.t, and 

B. a method of manufacture that can be used in mass production 

of the components. 

2. Determine a method to correct the loss of edge on the cutting 

surfaces brought about through usage, 

3. Observe and evaluate t;he unit :i.n the f;lel.d to det;:ermine the 

optimum combination of design and operating p~rameters in several rep~ 

resentative forage ~nd cereal crops, with consideration being gi,ven to 

power requirement, speed of operation, trajec;tion of the severed stalks, 

and quality of cuto 

4. Compare the new cutting unit to a :i;-ecipr'?cating c:mtterl:>ar to 

determine whether it has s:i,gnificant advantages over the present system 

to warrant its practical use. 



CHAPTER Ir 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Many types of cutters used for the harvesting of agricultural 

crops have been developed and reported in the literature over the last 

80 years, with their inventors claiming numerous advantages over con~ 

ventional mowing machip.e.s. This review, however, is not intended to 

be a complete survey of all the inventions, 

For the purpose of clarification the review has been diviQed into 

four sections. These are: 1) sickle bar iw~rovements, 2) coptinuous 

cutting loops, 3) vertical axis cutters, apd 4) horizontal axis 

cutters, 

S i.ckle Bar Improvements 

In 1954 Elfes (18) stated that the only two ways to inGre~se out~ 

put with a single knife reciprocating mower were to increase cutterbar 

length, or to increase knife speed. The latter case would allow ground 

speeds to be increased while maintaining the forward travel at three 

in. or less per stroke of the knife, thus avoiding a ragged and uneven 

stubble. Elfes concluded that the first solution was not feasible due 

to structural problems, and thus developed a pew type of drive in order 

to increase operating speeds. The drive consisted of a two-throw 

crankshaft driven by a V belt. One throw of the crank drove the knife 

while the second drove a counterweight in a direction geometrically 
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similar but opposite in ~en~e to that of the knife, Field testing of 

the new drive system proved successful as unbalanced forces were negli~ 

gible for speeds of uP to 13?0 rpm. 1his higher speed then allowed 

higher ground speeds and an increase in acres mowed per hour as compare9 

to a conventional mower limited to 1000 rpm, 

In 1962 Harbage and Morr (27) used elfes' first solution of in~ 

creasing cutterbar length to increase capacity, They contended that 

counterbalancing was not the answer since seven or eight mph was the 

maximum speed that an operator could stay on a tractor and maintain 

control for most field conditions. 

The authors selected 10 ft;. as their design length. They found 

the knife head had to be redesigned to take the increased loads bµt 

that the pitman and ball used on seven foot mowers we:t;"e satisfactory 

far the 10 foot model, ~n addition, the cutterbar had to be strength~ 

ened to take the additional drag forces. Field tests showed the unit 

to have a 45 percent increase in capacity over the conventional seven 

foot mower for the same grouµd speed, 

In the last five years, several other patents have been granted 

which claim increased operating speeds or increased life by introducing 

1:1ome type of counterbalancing device on the drive mechaniS,m (9, 26, 

59, 33). The only differences existing among the patents is the orien,.. 

tation and size of the balancing masses used and in their connection 

to the drive system. 

Several patents have recently been introduced which are intended 

to improve quality of cut by altering the knife, ledger, or guards, 

The patent by Pool (54) has knife sections which are beveled on the 

top back corners. As these slide under the guards they hold the knife 
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down, increasing cutting ef~ectiveness. 

Three patents employ knife sections in whicp one cutting surface 

faces up while the other faces down (58, 71, 6). This ba,lances cutting 

forces on each section, thereby preventing the lifting of the knives 

off the ledgers during shearing 1 Used in conjunction with these knife 

sections in two of the patents are guards placed alternately o~ the 

top and the bottom of the knife (,58~ 71), This helps to hold the knife 

in proper cutting alignment and increases cutting effectiveness. 

Cullimore (16) suggests gµards in which the lip has a spring 

action, The lip then forces dowp on the knife prodµcing good knife-t9-

ledger contact, increasing cutting effectiveness, This invention then 

eliminates the need for hold~down clips. 

Two other inventors have modifieCI the guards so that the serl;'ated, 

or cutting, edge is an integral part of the guard eliminating the need 

for ledger attachment (14, 35). In Jerman's (35) case the guard is 

serrated at the top and bottom of the knife passage. He claims this 

eliminates clogging and uneven cutting while reducing wear on the mov~ 

ing parts of the sickle. 

In a more novel appl'."oaoh, McNai:i;- (44) has completely reversed the 

order of the parts in a reciprocating cutterbar. He has suggested 

making the bottom cutter move while the top cutter becomes the station~ 

ary surface. In essence, this means holding the knife still and 

reciprocating the ledgers. The advantages claimed by the patentee a:i;-e 

twofold: 1) improved performance and 2) easily repl.aceable upper 

teeth. 

A method used to reduce vibration and increase dynamic balance 

during cutting is the employment of two knives acting in opposite 
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directions. Buchholz .(8) diVfded the au~ting length into two sections, 

one movipg ~n the opposite direcHon to the other. H:i.nks (31) also 

used two knives, however one was ~oupted on ~op of the other giving a 

scissor-like action" 

Beusink (4) employed an oscillat:i,ng series of knives linked to an 

eccentric drive such that they moved in symmetrically opposite direc

tions for vibration-free operation. The device consists of a series 

of knife pairs which are pivoted at their bases" A drive bar is 

pivotally connected to the knives about; one~third of the way along 

their length. As the bar :Ls reciprocated, the knives oscillate. Cla;i.m· 

ed advantages, in addition to reduced vibration, are higher operating 

speeds and reduced friction clue to the pivotal rather than sliding 

nature of the cutter's operation. 

In a novel drive means, Cousipo (15) uses ap impact to provide the 

reciprocating action to two knives, one mounted above the other. A 

cam-like device rotates and strikes the end of a knife section causing 

it to move the length of its stroke. A spring then returns the knifo 

and it is ready to be struck ag.;iin, This occurs for each of the ~o:ii.ves 

simultaneously, only in opposite directions" The inventor claims a 

balanced operation with speeds of up to 3000 movements per minute being 

attainable. This then increases mowing capacity considerably owr 

conventional mowers, which operate at only 2000 strokes per minute. 

Continuous Cutting Loops 

There are four patents claimed in the last five ye&rs which utUize 

blades fastened to a revolving belt as the cutting mechanism (32, 42, 

25, 43). In &ll but one design (32), the beLts rotate about a vertical 
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axis and have self-sharpenin~ teeth i,mbedded which extend horizontally 

outward. The size, constructional materi~l, and spacing of the teeth 

are generally the only variations among the cutters. A view of one of 

these units is shown in Figure la, 

In one of Hofer's (32) designs, Figure lb, the teeth are not self

sharpening but are replaceab1e~ In another model, the teeth extend in 

both directions, front and rear, allowing the belt to be turned over 

to provide a new set of cutting edges, These teeth, however, are not 

replaceabl.e, 

The second class of continuous cutting loops may be called chai,n 

cutters. These are very similar to the belt cutters previously de· 

scribed except that a chain rather than a belt is used to move the 

knives. In Quick's (56) patent, the chain is divided into two sections. 

Each half of the cutterqar has teeth moving to the outside. This 

action is claimed to have the advantages of: 1) balapd.ng of the cut

ting action and forces, and 2) reducing header seed loss, This latter 

advantage is a result of the bases of the cut stalks being pushed to 

the outside, leaving the heads po;lnti.ng inward, This alignmErnt of the 

cut stalks supposedly leads to geptler feeding of the material, 

The third class of continuous cutting loops might be entitled 

cable cutters. A unit patented by HE!nzman (29), and shown in Figure 

le, employs a cable rather than a belt rotating about a vertical axis. 

The cutting produced by the cable is then a combined impact and sawing 

action. Cable cross sections can be varied to provide several cutting 

surfaces, Three possible cross sections are shown in Figure le. 
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Vertic~l Axie Cutters 

Included in this gener~l group of mowing machines is the rotary 

type commonly used for lawns or in agricultul;'al purposes for the cut

ting of weeds and small brush. These, however, are not used for the 

harvest of agricultural crops since the crop is cut many times, reduc

ing it almost to a pulp. l'wo machines of this type have been patented 

recently by K~nig (38) and van der L~ly (69). 

In recent years however,, there has been developed a series of 

cutters using a rotary action about 1;1. vertical axis in which the c:rop 

is not chopped up~ These units, then, al;:'e suitable for the h~:i:-vesting 

of forage and cereal crops. This type of cutting unit can be classi

fied in two groups, One group has the drive train above the cutting 

surfaces while the other has the drive train below. 

lf consideration is first given to those driven from above, it can 

be noted that 13 patents have been granted on such units in the past 

five years. Generally each of the mowers u,tili.zes only four rotary 

assemblies for the entire cutting length, Each of these rotary assem

blies usually consists of a drum, a knife and a skid shoe as illustrated 

in Figure 2a by an enlarged view of Glunk's (21) rotor. Two other drum 

type cutters as patented by Zweegers (72) and van der Lely (68) are 

shown in Figures 2b and 2c respectively, Glunk (22) and Zweegers (73, 

74) later followed their original patents with improved knife design 

allowing for increased safety. The knives were also made more readily 

accessible, making blade replacement easier, In 1971, Glunk (23) again 

modified his original unit by adding a deflection shield. This was 

done to form a single windrow instead of the two previously formed, 
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making collection of the ~ut material easier. 

In 1969, Gorham (24) patented a rotary cutter having ovedapping 

disks which were self-sharpening. ~n addition, each disk had a dif~ 

ferent peripheral speed with the inventor claiming minimum vibration 

as a result. Clogging was not found to be a problem as it was for some 

pf the earlier drum types. 

The drum type rotary cutter has been suggested for use in conjunc-

tion with conditioners. Scarnato (60), who patented such a unit, 

claimed the drums threw the cut material into tqe conditioner, thus 

improving the feeding mechanism and eliminating the need for a reel. ..... 

In addition it was claimed that the drums tended to spread the crop 

before it entered the conditioner, allowing for a more uniform condi~ 

tioning. 

In 1972, Peacock (53) patented a mower-conditioner in which the 

conditioning rollers rotated about a vertical axis behind the knives. 

That is, each pair of cutters had a separate pair of rollers, The ad-

vantage claimed here is that only short rollers are needed, thus reduc-

ing production costs, 

Previous to this, Gaertner (20) had patented a similar unit for 

row forages only. The difference between the two units lay in the fact 

that Gaertner's had the knives mounted directly on the bottom of the 

rolleni. The plants were then actually held and crimped while cutting 

occurred. In 1970, Schertz (61) developed and field-tested a similar 

unit intended for use on soybeans. Instead of the rollers being hard 

for crimping of the cut material, they were padded so as to gently grab 

the plants and transf~r them and their seeds to a gathering mechanism, 

The second class of vertical axis cutters are those driven from 
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below. Two type~, as patented by Heesters (28) and Kline (41), are 

shown in Figures 3a and 3b respectively. Here again, only four rotors 

per cutterbar are used, Generally, the patentees claim a gentle cut

ting action and closeness of cut with Heesters even claiming his machine 

to prevent see~ loss by virtue of the ease Qf the cutting operation. 

·Eder (17) has a slightiy different unit in that the disks are 

helical in shape and overlap as is shown in Figure ~c. The shape is 

intended to lift the crop after ~ single cutting and convey it over the 

cutters and into a swath, ·A qommercially available unit called TAAaUP 

(66) is presently in production following this basic design, 

The operating speeds of all the ve'J:'tical a~i~ rotary· cutters vary 

fro~ 1500 to 3000 rpm (30), lt ~s w~th these speeds that s~ch units 

claim their greatest advantage, for ground speeQs of up to 16 mph are 

then possible, If width of ~he units is considered, this translates 

into a capacity of approximately 10 acres per hour. It should be re

membered here that most of the units are V!'lrY narrow, with si,x feet 

being the largest. Dlkon, however, manufactures a mower with a cutting 

width of eight feet ten inches (67). 

Horizontal Axis Cutters 

Included in this g+oup are the flail mowers used for agricultural 

purposes and the reel type lawn mowers. Neither of these will be 

mentioned further except to say that toere have been numerous new 

flail mowers and modifications to existing units patented in the last 

five years. This review, however, is confined to horizontal axis cut

ters having their cutting surfacE!s attached to the drive shaft in a 

fi~ed manner such that the action of their cutting edge is helical in 
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nature. Cutters of this type ma.y be divided into two groups: 1) 

curved bl~des attached to a sha:l;t~ ano 2) disks attached to a shaft, 

lq 

Cpnsidering the blade type first, it may be noted that this is pot 

a new idea. Beekman (1,2) received patents on two such devices, one of 

which is shown in Figure 4a, in 1893. In his patent claims he refers 

to a helical cutting edge lying in the surface of a cone. The cutter 

consisted of a series of spiral fingers which projected to form hooks~ 

When rotating, these hooks fed the grain uncut by one series of knives 

into the next. 

In 1927, Newton (47) patented $, c;levice very S!iI):lilar to Beekman's 

in that the bbdes were wrapped in a helical mal;'lner about the ax:l,s of 

rotation. A view of the cutter is shown in Figµre 4b. 

In 1936, Waller (70) patented a cutter "having a pluraHty of 

helically disposed cutting blades provideq with cutting faces dispo~ed 

forwardly in the direction of rotation.'' The rotating member's outer 

edge worked against a stationary blade to produce the cutting action, 

This unit thus relied on double rather than single element impact cut

ting. A view of the cutter is shown in Figure 4c. 

The rotary horizontal axis cutter using disks, attached at an 

angle to the shaft, as the cutting elements is not a new idea either. 

In 1942, Newton (48) received a pateµt for a rpower in which a series 

of elliptical-shaped disks were mounted on a shaft at an angle to the 

axis of rotation. As shown by Figure ,5a, a s.ex::i.es of V-shaped station

ary cutting surfaces were mounted below the disks. As the cutter ro

tated, the crop was separated into bunches which were then sheared 

between the disks and V-shaped sections, The cutting thus actually 

took place first in one lateral direction and then in the other. 
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Five other inventori:; patented cutteJ:;s s imila:p to Newton's (7, 37, 

S7, 3, 62), In each case but that of Remonte (57), a series of v~ 

shaped stationary cutters were used below the rotating member, Re~onte, 

on the other hand, used a straight edge as the opposing surface. Cut

ting then took place by two element shear brought a,bout by the downwarq 

rotation of the front of the rotating member against the stationary 

knife. Apart from Brauer's (7) and Benson's (3) cutters, depicted in 

Figures Sb and Sc respectively, all the rotating elements of these 

uni ts were essentially indiscernible in appearance from that of 

Newton's design and hence are aot sl).own, 

In 1958, Chambliss (li) received a patent on a, cutteJ:; which again 

had memberf;l mounted on a horizontally: rotating sha,ft at an angle to the 

axis of rotation, Th~s unit had several unique aspects in comparison 

to the previously men1:ioned patents, Fi:rs t:iy, th.e cutters were not 

disks but wete square plate$ niou,nted at an a1;1gle to t;he $haft. Each 

plate edge was ser:rat;ed and the pl.ates themselves wen~ mounted loosely 

on the shaft allowing the)ll to yield when str~king a hard object, t;hus 

preventing serious damage. The serrated edges on the plates helped to 

straighten up a leaning crop, making it more easily cut by the follow

ing plate edge. The serrations were also able to cut; any hf'lr;Lzontally .. 

disposed vegetation, thus making the machine capable of cutting crops 

leaning at any angle. 

The second main difference between Chambliss's cutter and previous 

designs was the direction of rotation, with Chambliss's cutter rotating 

upward at the front. The third difference was that the unit was usetj 

without a stationary cu,tt;erbar and relied on impact or single element 

cutting in its operation, A front view of Chambliss's cutter is shown 
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in Figure 6a, while a top view is shown :(.:p Figure 6b. 

Miller (46, 45) developed and tested another rotary cutter gen

erally following earlier patents in that ~ series of disks were mounted 

at an angle to a horizontal shaft. Thus, as with earlier cutters, the 

edges of the disks traced a helical path during rotation. However, the 

differences between earlier patents and Miller's design were twofold: 

1) upward rotation of the leading edge of th~ cutter, and 2) use of 

curved guards and ledgers as the opposing cutting edge, Impact cutting 

was not used by the author, as he stated that it would tend to chop and 

shred rather than mow, 

In a series of field tests At rotary speeds of 6750, 5650~ 3600, 

and 3380 rpm, Miller found the i.,mi~ effective in q1tt:j,n~, with the only 

problem coming in the feeding of the stalks into the cutting area, 

Finer crops also produced some problems in th~t they bent and passed 

between the cutters and ledgers and were not sheared. Miller found the 

cut stalks to fall to the rear of the cutterbar with clogging or wrap

ping up of the cut materials around the rotor to be absent. Thus, the 

unit was generally judged satisfactory in accomplishing the main objec

tive of increasing capacity while cutting satisfactorily. The cutter 

was considered capable of ground speeds of two or thliee times conven-. 

tional mowing speeds, 

In 1970, the latest patent concerning a rotary cutter was granted 

to Cassady (10). This device used a square rather than a circular 

shaft and had the added difference that only portions of disks were 

mounted on it. A side view of a cutting disk appears as a "f:tgure 811 

as shown by Figure 6c, Blades then were attached to the disks on the 

top and bottom of the "8", rather than using the disk edges as the 
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cutting surfaces, No e;tationary cutt:ing suJ;'face was empfoyed ip con

jun~tion with the ten inGh diameter rotor as the unit relied on imp~ct 

cutting for its mode pf oPeration, Rotary spe~ds of :3600 to 4000 rpm 

were recommended for the cutter with the severed stems then being tra

jected up and over the rotor, preventing chopping up of the severed 

stalks. 

One other rotary cuttipg un;i.t developed along the same Unes, that 

is a horizontally rotating shaft upon wl;iich. sections of disks are 

mounted, was built and tested by Ble9soe (5). Detai~s of this study 

will not be dealt with in this review, as they will be brought out in 

further chapters of this thesisi 



CJ:IAP'.rER I lI 

DESIGN AND CONS'J:'RUC'!XON OF TEE CU'l;TING UN~',rS 

Hel.;i,cal Cutters 

The basic design of the cutters, pa:r;ticula;rly in rela.tion to the 

cutting surfaces, followed Bl~dsoe's (5) design criteria established 
~ 

through his e:x.tensive la'boratory t;es'Ung, Wit;h this in mind then, it 

is best to look at Bledsoe's cutter before entering into the discussion 

of any modificatiqns that were ~a.de fqr the field ~odel. 

Bledsoe dassiHed his cutt:er a$ a "modified elliptica~ disk 

design" as only pot'tions of elliptical dis~s weDe ueied. l'he basic 

cutter diameter of three and one~half inches chosen ~y Bledsoe was a 

cqmpromise between adequate, peripheral speeds needed ti:) meet the cri-

teria of impact cutting and space limitations. Each hall of a cutting 

unit appeared V-shaped in a top view with an identical sector placed 

diametrically opposite the first cutter on the rotor shaft with the 

"V" pointing in the opp0site direction. '.!:his t;)rientation then pl;ovic;les 

a basic static balance to the cutter assembly. Bledsoe actually built 

and tested only one-half of the V-shape~ s~ctot', as a cutter is sym~ 

metrical about its axial centerline. Eliminating half of the cutt;er 

was thought not to decrease the accuracy of the results but rather re-

duced fabrication procedures and problems. 

Each half of the V-shaped sector consisted of a sector of an 
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elliptical disk placed at an angle to the rotor shaft, such th~t its 

periphery lay in the sµrface ot a right circular cy1inder with an axis 

identical to that of the rotor shaft. Top and side yiews of the base 

disk mounted on the shaft are shown in Figure 7~ These disk edges then 

approximated cylindrical helicie~ with a helix angle equal to the angle 

between the plane of the disk and the plane of rotation. The left 

side of the V-shaped sector formed a right-hijtnd cylindricd helix and 

would deflect stems to the left 1 while the right side of the sector 

formed a left-hand cyliqdrical helix and would tjeflect stems to the 

right. 

At the periphery of each disk sector, a ~edge was e~tend~d t~ans-

verse to the disk face, This leqge, shown shaded in fi~ure 8, had a 

bevel angle of 30 degrees measured p~rallel to the +oto~ axis at every 

point along its edge. The actual cutting blades were fa~tened on this 

ledge using small machine screws. 

Originally, Bledsoe constructed four such rotary cutters having 

four different knife angles, These angles were 26, 36, 46, and 56 

degrees. Through the laboratory testing, the 46 degree rotor was found 
~ I 

to have the best configuration in providing for the optimum cqmbinati,on 

of the power requirements and most favorable trajection of tpe severed 

stems. In addition, each rotor was tested using both dull and sharp 

blades, with the latter proving to be better, 

Thus from Bledsoe's design, there are four dimensions or criteria 

to be adhered to in the construction of a field model; 1) a cutter 

diameter of three and one-half inches, 2) a knife angle of 46 degrees, 

3) a knife bevel angle of 30 degrees, and 4) sharp blades, 

Since ease of production and ease of cutter replacement were 
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Figure 7. Top and Side Views of the Base Disks 
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essential elements for a fi~ld µnit it was decided that ~a~ting would 

lend it&elf well as a solution. In addition, t;he ui:ie of integ'.t'al 

blades in the casting would eliminate the problems of blade attachment 

and perhaps lend the cutters to some degree of self-sharpening during 

cutting. 

To help visualize and facilitate design of the cutter, several 

models were constructed us;i.n~ modeling clay, and one was fabricated 

using a section of 0ne inch shaft and sectors cut from one~quarter ipch 

plate. Various cutter configurations ~nd attachment means were considT 

ered until the final shape was deGided upon. 

The nex~ step in the cutter design and ~on&truction was to enlist 

the aid of a professional patternmaker at a commercial founqry to make 

the balsa wood master pattern. Using the author's clay models, the 

master pattern was constructed and finally completed after many re

visions and several sample castings, For econom;i.~ reasons, sand cast

ing was used; however, the rougµ casting formed was a problem. In 

addition, no sharp edges could be poured, as was desired for the cut~ 

ting edge, since such an edge would fail to run during the casting. 

Also, if such an edge happened to pour, it wquld cool very rapidly dµe 

to its thin cross section, making it ve~y brittle when compared to the 

rest of the cutter, This would lead to easy breakage or Elhattering of 

the edge upon impact with any hard object. 

To correct for these problems, one~eighth inch of machine stock 

was added to the inside and outside radii of the cutters. ln addition, 

the cutter edge was poured blunt to facilitate casting and eliminate 

breakage during cleaniqg of the rough casting at the foundry. 

The choice of metal from which the casting was to be poured was 
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mad~ upon the a.qvice of metlilUu.rgists anQ ~a.lei;unep at the fc;>undry. An 

8640 alloy ste~l was µsed. Th:f,.s :i,s a nickel .. chromiu.m-mo~~bdem,1JU steel 

wh;i.cl;i. is very hard and tough,, yet not bliHtle, ~1,1ch a ste~i would l~nd 

itself to hotding a sharp edge upon ~achining, but would not fracture 

easily upon stri~ing a hard object. 

Following receipt of the castings from the foundry, it was nec~s

sa,ry for the cutters to undergo a ser;i.es of machining operations. ln 

three of the operations, specially~constructed jigs were employed. 

This was found necessary to ensure uniformity am.ong th~ cutters, as 

well as to hold the rather oddly-shaped units during the maGhining 

processes. 

The first oper.at;i.on was the machining of 0,5 in. radius on the 

base of the cutter, This wa~ done tq ~nsur~ a e1os~ a~d liepeatable 

fit between the cutter and the grou~d one inch drive sha~t. lnitialty, 

this operation was omitted and the rough casting was polted directly to 

the shaft. lt soon became evident, qQwev~p, tpat this Gouid npt con

tinue if any accuracy in the cutter diameter was to be maintained, 

This then led to machining in a specially~constructed jig, lo cut the 

0.5 in. radius, a one inch endmill was placed in the chuck pf the 

lathe. lhe jig was then fastened to the lathe carriage and moved into 

the rotating endmill, 

Following this operation, the ~ive~si~teenths Lnch bolt hole, 

use<;] for the attachmept of the cutter to th~ ~haft, was 9~illeid, This 

was accomplished using the same jig desc~ibed above, except that it was 

inverted quring the drilling p4ocess. On the bpttom side of this jig, 

a five~sixteenths inch hol~ had peen drilled, which was then used as a 

guide !or the drill bit during the drilling operatipn. This procedure 
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thus ensured prope:r alignment of the cutters on the shaft sµch ths.t a 

pai:r would be diametrically opposi,te, 

The next step :in the cutte~ manµhqtl_\re employed a th:irte~1;1 ... 

sixteenths endmill having an integral five~sixteenths inch pilot, a 

drill press, and a, jig 1 The jig consisted o"J! a one inch diameter shaft 

having a five-sixteenths inc;h dowel pin three,..quarters of an inch long, 

extending perpendicularly from the shaft. The cutter was set down 

over the dowel pin onto the shaft, The dowel then held the cutter in 

proper alignment such that the facing woµld be perpeqdiaular to the 

bolt axis. By setting a stop on the d~ill pre~s each cutter's depth 

was kept constapt. This faoing operation was done to allow the lock 

nut to sit on a smooth flat surface perpendicular to the bolt a~is. 

This helped to ensure a proper loc;kiqg ac~ion of the nut and prevented 

loosening of the cutter~ during operation, 

The final step :in the machining process was the t,urp.ing of a cut

ter pair to the correct diamet~r~ ~his was performed in a lathe by 

mounting the pair on a one in<::h sha;l;t an<;:I turning their dip,mete:r to 

3.5 in. ~ 0.02 in. Some hand file work was then :required to remove 

small pieces of metal that hiid nturned ove:r" in tqe lc:ithe work. 

Following this, the cutters we:re each paired accord:i~g to weight. 

The final weights qf the cutters varied from 254 to 288 gm, with the 

average being 269 gm. This pairing by weight ensured stat:i,c l:;ialance 

and tended to :increase dynamic balance, 

Each cutter pair was mounted qn the drive shaft using a section 

of cold rolled five-sixteenths inch roun<l bar stock threaded on both 

ends. A "Flexqut" locknut was used on each end of the stud bplt to 

ensure that the cutter pairs wer~ locked together and would not vibrate 



loose during usage. The use of a rod threaded on .both ends was .employed 

to add to the static balance, as a mormal bolt with a head on one end 

and a nut on the other is not balanced. Figure 9 shows the top~ 

bottom, and side views of a cutter, while Figure 10 shows the top, 

front, and side views of the cutter unit or pair as mounted on the one 

inch shaft. 

No dynamic balancing of the cut~ers was done; however three pairs 

were checked as to their state of imbalance. The technique employed by 

the connnercial balancing company was one in which a figure of mE!r:i.t is 

used to determine balance, Fqr perfect balance, a figure of merit of 

2.0 is required at 2400 rpm, whil~ one of 0.7 is required at 3600 rpm, 

The three cutters tested had figures of merit of 1.6, 1~2, and 1.4. 

Thus these cutters could be oonsidered dynamically balanced up to about 

2800 rpm. However, this was jupged to be close enough to the 3600 rpm 

requirement, considering the shaft si~e and bearing spacing, not to 

require dynamic balancing of each incliv~dual pair of cutters, 

Since one of the thesis objectives was "to determ:i,.ne a method to 

correct for the loss of edge brought about through usage" some comment 

on this is in order before the discussion Qf the cutters :i,.s complete. 

As already mentioned it was intended that the use of casting as a 

production technique in combination w:i,.th the ~hape o~ tpe cutting edge 

might lead to sqme degree of self-sharpening. This, however, would 

correct only for moderate amounts of wear and not for nicks in the 

knife edges resulting from contact with a hard obj~ct. To coruect 

such large dull spots, some mechanical means of sharpening must be pro

vided. 

One solution could be to mount a piece of beveled shim stock 
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between the cutter and the mounting shaft. This would dispiace the 

cutters outwardly by a given amount. The 0µtt:;ing pair could then pe 
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mounted in the lathe and turned to the ~eqµired 3.5 ± 0,00Z in. diam

eter, giving a sharp new cutting edge. 

A similar method could erpploy the µse of welding to build up the 

inside of the cutter rather than using shim stock. This surface would 

then be machined smooth as in ~he initial cutter manufacture, followed 

by the turning of the cutter to the required diameter. 

A final solution might be simply to replace a damaged cutter with 

a new unit. This would be feasible only when the co~ts of a new unit 

would be less than or equal to the costs for the resharpening processes 

previously mentioned. 

Guard ... Ledger 

As in the case of the c:utter, the guard .. lec;lger assembly ~oUowed 

Bledsoe's basic design, The design bad only twp basic criteria to 

meet, those were the five degree ledger blade angle with ? slope op

posite to that of the knife, and the 45 degree bevel angle on the 

ledger, Casting was again chosen as a means of manufacture for several 

reasons. First, as for the cutters, was the ease of manufacture and 

ease of part replacement, Second, the use of castiQg eliminated the 

need for ledger attachment, as t;he guard and ledger were cast in a 

single unit. In addition, it was hoped that the ledger rpight be self

sharpening as it is on the some of the conventional guards now in pro

duction. 

Again, design of this element of the cutterbar started with model~ 

ing clay, followed by the making of the balirn wood master pattern by a 



commercial patternmaker. Several changes and sample castings were 

again required to establish the final guard s~ape. 

Since sand casting was t9 be used, again fo~ economic reasons, 

additional machine stock of about one~eighth inch thickness was added 

to the surfaces to be machined. As in the case of the cutter, the 

ledger edges were cast blunt to reduoe the risk of damage during the 

rough cleaning by the foundry and to increase the pouring quality of 

the mold. 

Followihg receipt of the rough castings, a se~i~s of machining 

operations was performed on each in two specially-qonstructed jigs, 

The first operation involved ~he milling of the surfaces labeled A and 

B in Figure 11. This was accomplished using a three inch diameter 

endmill in a vertical head milling machine. Making uhe cut a one-pass 

process for both surfaces ensured a right angle between them, a11owing 

for a better fit on the cutterbar frame. in additi9n, the co~ner of 

the endmill had a slight radius, thus reducing stress concentrations 

at the junction of the two surfaces. This junction or radius is 

labeled R in Figure 11, 

The second operation in the process was the drilling of the bolt 

and dowel pin holes used to fasten and align the guard on the cutter

bar. To rely on one or two bolts alone to line µp the guards and 

cutters under the close to~erances desired was deemed impossible, hence 

the employment of the dowel pins. This drilling was performed while 

the guard was held in a jig. The jig utilized three drill bushings to 

guide the drill press bits, with the bolt hole being three-eighths in. 

in diameter, while tl:).e dowel pin holes were c;>qly one-quarter in. 

The ne:x:t operation was the counter~s;lnk;i.ng of the bolt hqle on the 
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bottom side of the guard using an 82 degree cquntersink in a drill 

press, This was done to acc::ommodate the socket head, Uat; cap screw 

that was to be used to hold ~he gua~d in place. A flat headed screw 

was employed in order to eliminate any protrusions from the bottom of 

the cutterbar, thus reducing cutting height in the field. 

The final machining was a lathe operation performed using anotper 

jig, During this operation the diameter of the ledger was turned to 

3,488 ±' 0.002 in. Following the lathe operation s0me hand filing was 

required to remove some small burrs from the ledger edges. The final 

guard-ledger assembly is shown i.n tqp, bottom, and side v:l,ews in Figur.e 

l2i 

A total cutting length of seven feet was decided upon as it would 

fi,t well into the running gear aµd framework available a,~d wot,lld be 

equal in length to a conventional mower. 

It was immed;iately obvious that a single uni:;upported length of 

shaft would be impossible both from the aspect c;>f the dynamics assoc,

iated with an unsupported ~haft and also from the close tolerance in 

clearance that was desired between the cuuters and ledgers. It was 

therefore decided that the shaft should be divided into mo~e than one 

section, This would allow for any bend in the suppo'l'.!'ting frame, reduc .. 

ing chances of the cutters hitting the ledgers and causing damage. 

Also by reducing unsupported shaft lengtj:l, the problem of c'):'i,t:f.cal 

speeds would be reduced. Calculations showed a bearing spacing of 

25 in. as the maximum necessa'):'y to eliminate the problem of critical 

shaft speed. 
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The general support for the cutter and bearing mounts was miade 

from two pieces of five-eighth~ :i.n, coLd roll,.ed ste~l ba.r stock. These 

were bolted together at the bott;om to form a right; angle qf climensions 

three and one-half in. by three and one-half in, Initially, a piece 

of three and one-half in, angle iron three-quarters in. thick was to 

be used for the basic frame. It was found, however, that even after 

milling of the angle to the required five ... e:tghths in. t;hickness, the 

bow in the angle was far too excessive for the tolerances in cutter

ledger clearance required, 

The bearing mounts, which can be seen in figure 13, were construct

ed of five,...eighths in. cold rolled Heei. Each of the eight mounts 

required three, three-eighths in. bolt;s and two~ one~quarter in, dowel 

pins to properly pos i.tion and hold them in pla<:::e. The holes for the 

bolts and dowel pins in both th' bearing mount;s and the angle section 

were located and ¢rilled using three jigs each containing properly 

sized drill bushings. T!;J.a b~arings were press f;tt in place; "Loctite" 

bearing mount was used as an additional se\';urity i:neasure to hqld them 

in place. To ensure proper depth of seating of the bearing~ a groove 

was machined around the outer edge of the bearing mQunting hole, into 

which fit the snap ring extending from the outer race of the bearing. 

The bearings used were NICE 7616PLG single row radial ball bearings 

having a ra<lial capacity of 330 lb. and a limiting thrust capacity of 

375 lb. (11). 

A left and a right hand bearing mount were constructed sq as ta 

absorb any thrust loads. Each shaft section was held horizpntally in 

place by a one-eighth in. diameter roll piµ which was pressed into the 

shaft and rested against the inner race of the bearing. Jn addition, 



Figure 13. View of a Bearing Mount and Chain 
Coupling as Mounted on the 
Cutterbar 
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the inner race had t;wo 1;1et sc:rewlil whieP. were ti$hte~ed on ~he shaft 

and helped hold the shaft in position, 

The bearing mounts were so located pn the ~ngle frame that not 

more than three cutters, or 15 in., was between them. Thi,~ then met 

the 25 in. maximum bear.fog spacing menti9ned earliel;'. To aUow fo:i;-
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two pair of cutters to revolve as closely as possible to each other at 

the bearing mounts, a one~quarter in. by thre~~sixteenths in. groove 

was cut around the bearing mount at a diameter of three and one~quarter 

in. The cutter tip then revolved within this gl;'oove. 

The couplings used to join the four shaft sections together were 

made up of pairs of ten tooth sprockets and a lengt;h of size 40 double 

strand roller chain. Total length of the qoupli,ng, shown in Figure 13, 

was two and one-sixteenth in. while diam~ter was two and one~eighth in, 

This size was small enough ti;> aUow mqµnt;iJ'lg between cutters but not 

interfere with the cutting act;ion, while 1;1til1 a1lpwing for adequate 

power transmission, 

As each cutter had a width of four anq one-half in., it was 

decided that a guard spacing o~ tive in. would allow adequate clearance 

beteeen cutters, and yet give prope3: overlapping of the cutte:i;s ari.<l 

ledgers. Although five in, spacing of tqe guards was all that; was 

necessary for proper cutter operation it was decided to make provision 

for the attachment of a middle guard. Thi,s would enable i~creased pro

tection of the cutters from large objects and also reduce the possipil

i ty of human limbs entering the cutting area~ 

The holes for the dowel pins and bolts used for the guard attach

ment were drilled using a jig containing a three.,eighth in, and two 

0.246 in. drill bushings, ~hese th+e~ hole~ were dr~lled at 2.5 in. 



spacings aiong the ent~re· bn.gt:h of the c;;l,lt;J:;ei:rbaJ:'. The qowel pins 

were then pressed into the apg~I! rathf!:!f thap itlto th~ g~a~ds. 
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'.j:p. the locations whe:lie the &l.lE!-rde i;lnq bearing mpun1;;s coip.cided,. 

the same three-eighths in. bol~ was qsed to hold the bottom of the 

bearing mount and the guard. Final ciearance between the cutters and 

ledger~ var;i..ed from 0. 007 ip.. to 0, 020 in. ove?' the· length of the 

cutterbar, with the variation being ¢ue to construction inaccuracies. 

Helical Gutterbar Frame 

The basic :!;rame and runnin~ gear was a. Hei;;ston P'l;-10 wi,p.drower. 

This provided the wheels, hitcp wechanism including a toµgu,e capable 

of swinging from road to field posit~o:q, and a lift assembly auitable 

for powering from a standard hyd~a.ulic cyl;i..pde~. Op. this fra~e was 

mounted a sub-fta.me to whieh the pl;'evioui;;ly Pelii~:ri,pe<;i hel..~eal gutter .. 

bar was attached. 

The sub-frame cqnsieted of a foul;" 'b:y four by f:i.ve.,.~i~hths in, 

c:i.ngle iron to which were welded three, one -qua;t;"t;:er in, s i~e plates, 

These plates in conjui;i~ti~J;l witti t:he opiginal s:i,.de pla.te$ froi:n the 

PT-10, acted as crop divide'J;'s at each i;ind of the eutterbc:i.;", The third 

side plate divided of:f ap area ;i..n which the drive asaet11bly and instru

ments could be isolated and thus protected from d~mage. 

The heJ,.ical cutterbar wa13 bqlte~ to the fou;i; by :l;ou:t( i,n. · angl<:i 

of the frame using eight, ope-half in. diameter bolts. To ensure that 

the cutterbar was not bent or tw~sted in th~s p~o~es~, shims @f ap~ 

propriate thi,c,J.<.nesses were placed betwe~n the two anj?;le sl':lction,s at 

each bolt location, 

As a £~nal frame component, two hei$ht~adjustable s).<.id sh9es were 
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mot,tnted on the bottom of the angie iron ~t eqCh epd, This allowed for 

adjustment of cutting height while still enabling the cuttei:;-bar to 

"float" on the groupd and follow general. surface contat,trs, 

Power Train 

Since the cutter shaft was mounted within 3 in. of the ground 

surface, it was impossible to attach t~he dr:Lve motor directly t0 the 

end of the rotor sha~t, To solve the problem, the use o~ a jack shaft 

was employed as shown in Figure 14. Four, one and one~half in~ wide 

size H gearbelts were used as the power tr~ns~er mechanism. The jack~ 

shaft allowed a vertical displacem[i;!pt of 8,3 in. gi,.yi;ng adequate 

clearance for the drive motor, Power was transferred to the jackshaft 

from the motor by a size SQ chain coupling. This coupling c0nsisted 

of two, sixteen tooth sp!l;"o~ket;s and an appr0priate \ength of size 50 

double strand roller chain, 

The power for the cutter was supplied by a hydraulic motor, shown 

in Figure 14, which in turn was driven by either a J0hn Deere 2520 

tractor, having 61 pto hp (36), or a Massey Ferguson 135 tractor having 

35 pto hp (51), through a gearbox and hydraulic pt,tmp. The use of a 

hydraulic drive system or hydrostatic transmission was chosen for two 

basic reasons. Firstly was the ease with which cutter rotary speeds 

could be changed from 0 to 3900 rpm, independently of ground speed and 

tractor engine rpm. Secondly was the ease of power meastn:ememt as only 

pressure drop across the motor and flow though it need be known in 

order tp calculare output horsepower, 

The hydraulic pump and motor were both series 18 Sundstrand models. 

Each was the axial piston type and had a variable swash plate angler 



Figure 14 . Drive Assembly Showing the Jack Shaft, 
Drive Belts and Motor 
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This allowed fqr displacements of from 0 to 2.3 in~ 3 /rev for a varia

tion in swash plate angle of 0 to 18 degrees, ~he ~ump and motor were 

capable of speeds up to 3900 rpm and of pressures up to 5000 psi. The 

control moments on each of the units were a ma~imum of 125 inlb per 

1000 psi and were stroke reducing in nature (6~). 

Used in conjunction with the pump and motor in the hydraulic 

circuit were a five gallon reservoir eonstructed from sheet metal, a'lO 

micron replaceable cartridge filter produced by the Lenz Corporation, 

and a heat exchanger manufactured by the Haydein Company. A schematic 

drawing of these hydraulic components and the associated plumbing re

quired for the hydra~lic system is sh0wn in ~igure 15~ while a photo~ 

graph of the entire drive train is shown in Figure 16. 

Since the units were variabie displacement, a means of control was 

necessary. For the motQr this control was fairly simple, as i,s shown 

in Figure 17a, A control arm was pinned to the swash plate shaft. 

Attached by a pin to the end of this arm was a threaded one-half ~n. 

diameter rod having ~ cleyis on the pinned end, The threaded rod passed 

through a hole in a plate. Two nuts, one on each side of the plate, 

allowed the motor swash plate to be set at any desired angle, 

For the pump, the problem was not quite as straightforward. The 

hydraulic pump had a small internal gear charge pump, Jn order to 

start or stop the main pump, the swash plate had to be in neutral and 

a charge pressure greater than 150 psi had to exist. This ensured 

proper seating of the piston shoes in the swash plate and prevented 

possible damage to the assembly. The problem was to provide some 

means whereby the pump could be started with a zero degree swash plate 

angle, and then be stroked to the desired angle from the tractor seat. 
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The control unit finally used wa$ an airplane ~lap actuator, as 

shown in Figure 17b. This unit hpd a capacity of 850 lb. :i,n,compres

sion and 1750 lb. in tensiQ~, which were more than adequat~ for that 

required. The actuator was powered by a 24 volt de motor but had the 

advantage of integral micro switches to limit its stroke~ Since the 

unit required 24 volts, it was necessary to mount an extra 12 volt 

battery on the tractor in series with the existing 12 volt battery. 

The circuit was then activated by a switch from the tractor seat. By 

setting the micro switches, the pump could be stroked to a preset value~ 

at which point one micro switch would shut the de motor off, To move 

the pump to neutral, the switch was flipped in the opposite direction, 

reversing the de motor, To ensure that the extra battery wa~ kept 

charged, a switching circuit was added. This allowed switchin~ of the 

two batteries from a series to a parallel configuration such that the 

second battery was charged from the tractor alternator. 

Since motor speeds near the top of the rated motor rpm were re

quired, it was necessary to drive the pump at a speed greater than the 

540 rpm available. This was due ta the fact that even at full pump 

displacement, motor displacement would have to be held at 0.36 in. 3/rev 

to allow motor speeds of 3600 rpm, This, of course, became almost 

impractical. In adqition, at 540 rmp only 5.4 gpm would be pumped at 

full stroke and if system pressure wq.s operated at the maximum of 5000 

psi, this would allow for only 15 hp. It was felt that this might be 

inadequate for the cutter. 

To solve the problem some type of input gearing was necessary, 

The solution was a 4:1 speed increaser produced by the Cessna Corpo

ration of Hutchinson, Kansas. The unit was a sun and planetary gear 



(a) 

(b) 

Figure U. Devi ces Used to Vary Swash Plate 
Angle: (a) the Unit Used on 
the Motor, and (b) the Linear 
Actuator Mounted on the Pump 
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arrangement with the pto shaft driving the planets. This in turn drove 

., the sun gear which was in esf!ien<::E;i the pump input shaft. Lu'bricat ion 

for the gearbox was provided by the yent:ing of some of the pump case 

oi~ through a hole in the mounting flange. From the speed increaser, 

the oil then flowed to the reservoir, allowing for constant cooling of 

the unit. An overall view o:f the compound he1~cal cutter with all the 

components in place is shown in Figure 18. 

Reciprocating Cutter 

The basic unit used for this cuttins assembly was a aesston PT-10 

windrower. The reel and conditioner rolls were removed such that power 

input to the unit would Qe for cutting only. In addition, the cutting 

width was shortened to equal the length of the rotary unit, for compar

ison purposes, This was accompl~shed by placing a one-quarter in. end 

plate in the same position as in the rotary unit and then ma~ing suit

able changes in the PT-lO's shield structure. As the unit had prev~ 

iously been used in conjunction with a reel and crimper there was a 

curved deflection plate leading back and upward from the knife, This 

was cut down in width and height to reduce any clogging problems that 

might have been encountered due to its presence. 

To ensure that the unit was in top shape to provide a fair control 

or comparison unit, the cutterbar was completely overhauled. A new 

set of top serrated sections were mounted oµ the knife and the hold

down clips WElre adjusted to their proper setting. The knife was check..,. 

ed and adjusted for register with the unit being slightly overstroked, 

as the stroke was three and one-sixteenth in., while guard spacing was 

only three in. The ledgers were integral with the guards and were 



Figure 18 . Overall View of the Compound Helical 
Cutter 

Figure 19 . Drive Sys tem Used on the Recipr ucat ing 
Cutte r 
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intended to be sel~~sharpening. A visu~l observatiop showe4 them t9 

be in reasonable cut~ing condition, th~s they were n9t replaced. All 

of the guards however, we~e aligned vertically and horizQnta+ly to 

eliminate added friction on the knife which would result in inqreased 

power consumption, 

The same hydraulic system was used to power this unit as well as 

the rotary cutter; howev~r, appropriate modifications had to be made to 

accommodate mounting of the various system co~ponents. A view of the 

drive system is shown in Figure 19. The hydraulic motor was conpected 

directly to the eccentric pitman drive shaft by the use of a size 50 

chain coupling. The drive shaft had been modified in length and bear

ing arrangement tq ~ccommodate such a change, 



CHAPTER IV 

THEORETICAL COMPARlSON OF THE TWO 

CUTT:!:NG UN+TS 

Reciprocating Cutterbar Kinematic Analysis 

A knowledge of any reciprocating ct,itterba.r's des:l~n and opE;1rating 

speeds is necessary in order to con~truct its indiv:Lduai cutting 

diagrams. 

The reciprocating cutterbar .used in this Iii tudy was a, H;ess.ton P~ .. 10 

windrower. The unit was overstroked, as it has a guard ~pacing of oply 

three in., while it had a stroke of three and one~sixteenth ~n, A 

scale drawing of a knife sect~on and ledger is spown in F~gu~e 20. The 

knife had an operating speed of 800 cycles per ~inute when drtven from 

the tractor pto at th~ recommended 540 rpm (52). 

Ground speed is one other operating variable which must be known 

before a cutting diagriam mi;iy be 1:h:awn, Sii;ice ti}e Hesston operatol;''s 

manual did not recommend any speeds, the Agri.c
1
ultl.lral Ensineer' s Year" 

book (49) was consulted. It lists tne average ~peed of a mower as --,--.,--... 

ranging from five to seven mph, while that for a moweF~conditioner is 

said to vary from four to six mph. It was concluded tpat a range of 

from four to seven mph would then cover au posi:;ibilities and hence 

was used. 

I. n 
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Table I lists the forward travel per st~oke of the cutterbar for 

ground speeds of four, five~ ~ix, and seven mph, 

TABLE I 

FORWARD TRAVEL PER STROKE; FOR THE 
RECIPROCATJNG CUTTERBAR 

Ground Speed 
(mph) 

4 

6 

7 

Forward Travel 
(in.) 

2.64 

3.30 

3.96 

4,62 

Kepner (39) recommends no more than four in. of forwq.rd travel 

per stroke of the knife. If thip criter:Loo is used, Table I shows the 

PT-lO's top speed to be only six mph. However, for comparison purposes, 

this limitation was ignored, and all four cutting diagrams were drawn, 

as shown in Figure 21, 

From each of these diagrams, the maxi.mum side stalk deflection 

shown by line AB, and the maximum rear stalk defle~tion shown by line 

CD, were determined, These results are tabulated in Table II. 

Table II gives an ind:i,cati.on of the theoretical uneveness of the 

stubble left by the mower at each speed, for the variation in stubble 

height is approximately ~qual to the maximum stalk deflection. Actual. 
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side stalk deflection may pe less than that l:(.sted in Table U. 'rhis 

is due to the slipping of the stalks along th~ sickle section edge 

brought about by the forward mol;:ion of the cut;t:~rbar rat:h(!r than their 

being held in place and pushed to the ledge~ as indicated by line AB in 

the cutting diagrams. 

TABLE II 

STALK DEFLECTIONS FOR THE ro::cir~OCAIING CUTTERBAR 

Ground. Speed Rear stalks S:lde s·ta1ic~ 
(rnph) (in.) . (in.) 

4 l,·59 3.25 

,5 2.41 3.53 

6 3.28 3.78 

7 4, ii 4 1 19 

Referring now to Principles of ~arm MAchinery (40), it is found 
; ··-~ ... ,. 

that the maximum deflection of the i;ear sta.l.ks shoul¢1 not exceed 2 .4 

in. for best performance when cutting w:i, thin two or th:i;"ee in. of the 

ground. Using this as a criterion it becomes obvious from Table II 

that a five mph ground speed is maximum for the Hesston PT~lO windrower, 



Rotary Ct.ltterbar Kinema,~~c An11lysis 

A theoretical determination of uneveness of stubble height left 

by the helical cutterbar is not as straightforward as it is for the 

reciprocating unit. The very action of the knife tends to produce an 

uneven stubble as it rotates, and in addition stalk deflection caused 

by the second cutting element of the pair increases stubble length, 

If the path traced by a poiIJ.t on the knife edge of a cutter is 

observed it would be noted that it resembles an inverted prolate 

cycloid. The shape ot the cycloid depends on both the angular velocity 

of the rotor and the rate of forward travel of the rotor axis, This 

path can then be m:;ed in d~termi.ning uneveness of stubble height as 

well as zones of double cutting. The 1att~r term is used to describe 

areas where a second cut is made on the stubble, resulting in reduGed 

height. 

The simplest and most r~liable way of producing tpese traces ~or 

various combinations of rotor angular velocity and linear velocity is 

through the use of an analog computer and an x~y plotter. The govern~ 

ing equations and accompanying circuit diagram used by the author in 

conjunction with the analog are given in Appendix A. 

A review of pertinent literature was undertaken to determine what 

combinations of ground and rotary speeds sbould be investigated with 

the analog computer. Feller (19) found that single element impact cut

ting occurred for a range of knife speeds of 9.57 to Jl.8 ft/sec in 

alfalfa and sudan grass. Input energy imparted to the stems increased 

.as knife velocity increased for the alfalfia but not for the sudan, 

whereas cutting energy was found to be unaffected by knife speed. 



Chancellor (13) used impact cutting to sever timothy stems. He 

found that for the range tested, 136 to 273 ft/sec, speed had little 

effect on the deflection obtained in the cut stem; however, a speed 

o~ 150 ft/sec was recommended as a minimum for consistently reliable 

results. It should be noted here that Chancellor did not measure 

energy consumed in the cutting, but rather based his findings on the 

deflection or ener~y transmitted to the stems, 
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Bledsoe (5) found that rotor speeq and hence knife speed did not 

have a significant effect on input energy ~equired to cut a stem but 

that it did have a significant e;ffect on cuttin.g torque. fo:r; the 

range tested, 1800 to 3600 rpm, rotary speed produced a quadratic 

effect with respect to the to~que values measured~ with the best rotor 

speed occurring in the rang~ o~ ~100 to 3600 rpm, 

The helical cutters studied in this research had a diameter of 

3.5 in. If this is considered in conjunction with Feller's minimum 

knife speed of 9,57 ft/sec, a rotor speed ~f approximateiy 650 rpm 

would be possible. However, Bledsoe showed decreased rpm to produce 

increased torque values. Thus a compromise of 1200 rpm might be con~ 

sidered practical. A maximum rotor speed of 3600 rpm, as used by 

Bledsoe, would also seem feasible for a field unit, It should be 

noted here that even at 3600 rpm, rotor peripheral speed or knife 

speed, is only 55 ft/sec or about one-third of that recommended by 

Chancellor. 

Since the lowest ground speed listed by the Agricultural Ensi

neer' s Yearbook for a conventional mower was four mph, the rotary unit 

should be capable of speeds no less than this, and hence this value 

was used for the theoretical studies. In the laboratory tests of the 
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compound helical cutter, Bledsoe found optimum operating cond~tions to 

be 3118 rpm and a feed rate of 4.38 in./rev. This implies a groun~ 

speed of 12.9 mph, Ground speeds ranging from 4 to 14 mpq would then 

seem suitable for the theoretical studies. 

These operating conditions and ranges were then used in conjunc~ 

tion with the analog computer to produce the iqvetited prolate c:ycloid 

traced out by a point on the cutting edge of a knife. Figures 22 

through 25 show these paths for four ground speeds from 4 to 14 mph and 

for each of four rotary speeds from 1200 to 3600 rpm. The zones of 

double cutting are shown cross-hatched in the figures while zones of 

triple or more cutting are shown shaded. 

If the four figu:t:'es are compared it can be noted that for a given 

rotary speed, as ground speed increases, uneveness of the stubb~e ip~ 

creases while the zone of double cutting decreases. The same results 

are found for a given ground speed, as rotary speed decreases, 

In the determination of which combination of ground speed and 

rotary speed is best, consideration must be given to two criteria: 

minimum power consumption and maximum yield. Considering power con~ 

sumption firstly, it can be noted that if there is any double cutting, 

power is wasted, Thus the first criterion would demand no double cut~ 

ting. Secondly, to increase yield, the crop must be cut as closely as 

possible to the ground such that the maximum possible amount of crop 

is harvested. Although double cutting does reduce stubble height and 

hence would appear to incr~ase yield, it does not, for generally the 

small sections cut off would be lost in the gathering processes. If 

these two criteria are now considered in relation to the harvesti,ng of 

agricultural crops the following may be noted, 
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In cereal crops, yield rel~ted to s~ubble length is relatively 

unimportant, thus minimum ppwe+ is the remaining criterion to be met, 

Thus for cereal crops a combination of rotary speed and grqund sp~ed 

producing no double cutting would be ideal, ln forage crops, however, 

both criteria must be met, This becomes ~mpossible so a compromise 

based on the economics of the situation must be established, that is 

how much power may be sacrificed to get an increased yield or vice 

versa. 

Tied in with all of ~he previous disc~ssiqn is the effect of 

input power as it varies with ground speed, rotary speed, and the 

unit's overall capacity, The solution as to which combination of 

f:!peeds is "best" then becomes a i;::oµiplex economi~ problem ~nd will not;: 

be dealt with in this thesis, 

In ad9ition to the combination of ground and rotary speeds? the 

other factor producing stubble uneveness is stalk deflection or inter

ference of one cutter to the feeqing of uncut stalks into the second 

member of the pair. Figure 26 is a side yiew of a cutting unit at 

zero degrees of rotation, that is the position at which the tip of the 

cutter is just even with the cutterbar's leading edge. figl..lre 26a 

shows the position of a stalk at absolute ma~imum horizontal stalk 

deflection, while Figure 26b illust't'ates the position of minimum possi

ble stalk deflection for a zero degree cutter orientation, It can be 

noted that this minimum deflection is a result of the stalk contacting 

the central one inch diameter mounting shaft. In this position the 

stalks have their most vertical orientation and hence least deflec ... 

tion, 

Not only is maximum stalk deflection at each poi,nt throughout 
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the cutter's rotation of interest, but also is the total area of de~ 

flection produced by the second cutter. To calculate these values for 

the compound helical cutterbar, photographs at four degree intervals of 

cutter rotation were made of a top view of a single cutter. From each 

of these photographs the maximum stalk deflection for each four degr~es 

of cutter rotation was measured, Similarly, the total area of stalk 

deflection or interference was measured us~ng a compensating polar 

planimeter. Four representative top views of the cutter, at 4, 28, 

52, and 72 degrees~ are shown in Figure 27. The shaded portions indi~ 

cate the areas of stalk deflection. 

The values that were measured from the photographs could not be 

compared directly, however. This was because the contact point, that 

is the point at which the deflected stalk touched the cutter as shown 

by the F in F:i,gure 26, varied ip height from photograph to photograph, 

due to the rotation of the cutter. Since this height varied, the same 

measured maximum stalk deflection could produce different angles of 

deflection, or in essence different actual deflections. The same can 

be said for the areas of stal~ deflection. ·As graphs of maximum stalk 

deflection and area of stalk deflection versus cutter rotation were 

desired, a constant height had to be established. 

A convenient height, and the one chosen, would be at one and one~ 

eighth in. above the ground, that is at the t9p of the cutterbar, 

designated by the A in Figure 26a. The corresponding deflection then 

becomes the distance B shown in Irigure 26a, By the use of similar 

triangles and a knowledge of the height of the contact point for each 

photograph, the ma~imurn deflection and the area of deflection at the 

cutterbar were calculated for each four degrees of cutter rotation. 
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The results are listed in Table III along with the height of contact 

and the measured values of stal~ deflection and area of deflection, 

Figures 28 and 29 are graphical representations of this data. 
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The peak in the curve shown in Figure 29 from 24 to 44 degrees is 

due to the back part of the V section of the cutter causing the max

imum deflection, This point is labeled A in Figure 27, From 52 to 68 

degrees the curves are flat" This is due to the rotor shaft producing 

the deflection while the blade is still emerging from behind the 

cutterbar" . At 68 degrees, the knife .edg~ no longer is emerging from 

the cutterbar but rather is moving forward from it" This results in a 

rapid decrease in each of the curves with their values falling to zero 

when a vertical line touching the knife edge and the rotor shaft coin

cide at the ledger" At this point there is no more interference. 

Other irregularities in the curves can be seen in Figures 28 and 29, 

and are due only to small variations on the backs of the cutters, hence 

needing no further description, 

The difference between maximum and minimum horizontal stalk de

flection shown in Figure 26 is only 0,16 in, If this deflection is 

considered in relation to the uneveness of stubble height, it would 

produce only a 0,03 in, variation, In fact, even at the maximum de~ 

flection of 0,36 in., stubble length would be :i.ncreased by only 0,06 

in. These figures, however, are based on a knife moving horizontal to 

the ground surface, when in actua~ity the knife path is curved as shown 

by the C in Figure 26a, This path tends to increase the effect of the 

deflection and results in an actual maximum increase in stubble height 

of 0,12 in, In essence, however, this increase tends to even out the 

stubble, for the stalks would be slightly long~r at the beginning of 
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TABLE IU 

MAXIMUM DEFLECTIONS AND AREAS OF DEFLECTION 
IN THE HELICAL CUTTERBAR 

Height Deflection Deflection Area at 
Rotor of at contact at cutter- contact Area at 
angle contact point bar point cutterbar 

(degrees) (inches) (inches) (inches) (sg inches) (sg inches) 

0 3.91 1.25 0,36 0.00 o.oo 
4 3.75 LOS 0,32 0.50 0.15 

8 3.81 LOl 0.30 0.67 0.20 

12 3.91 1,01 0.29 0.75 0.22 

16 3.96 0.94 0.26 0,83 0.24 

20 4.03 0.88 0.24 0.83 Or23 

24 4.09 0,89 0.24 0.67 0,18 

28 3.75 0,96 0,29 0.8!3 0.29 

32 3.75 0.99 0,30 0.83 0.25 

36 3.88 0.97 0,28 0.75 0.22 

40 4.03 0.94 0.26 0.83 0,23 

44 4. 12 0.84 0.23 0.83 0.23 

48 4.25 0.80 0.21 0.67 O. l8 

52 2.88 a.so 0.20 0,42 0,16 

56 2.88 0.50 0,20 0.42 0.16 

60 2.88 0.50 0.20 0,42 0.16 

64 2.88 0.50 0.20 0.42 0.16 

68 2.88 0.50 0.20 0.42 0.16 

72 2.88 0.42 0.16 0.25 0.10 

74 2.88 0,33 0. 13 0.17 0.07 

80 2.88 0.24 0.09 0.08 0,03 

84 2.88 0.11 0.04 ~ 0.00 ~0.00 

86 none 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 
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the cut than is shown in Figures 22 through 25. This ~s the reverse 

of the situation encountered with the reciprocating cutterbar where 

deflection tends to increase stubble unevenesso 

The results of this theoretical study of the cutting action of 
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the helical cutterbar indicated that stalk deflection has a negligible 

effect on stubble h~ight as cpmpared to the basic cutting path followed 

by a kni~e edge" An increase in length of stubble of Ool2 ino is 

small when compared to a possible three and one-half inch variation 

produced by the cutter itself" It should be noted, however, that the 

study of the total area of deflection and maximum deflection could be 

used in the redesign of the cutting unit to provide minimum possible 

stalk deflection throughout the cutter's rotation, Such a cutter would 

have to lie within the angle labeled D in Figure 26b at all points 

throughout its rotation, Xhis would then ma~e the maximum stalk de~ 

flection produced by a cutter equal to that produced by the rotor 

mounting shaft, 

One other point should possibly be m~ntioned at this time. This 

is in relation to the assumption that a stalk is bent on contact by a 

cutter such that it lays tangentially to the front edge of the rotor 

cutting circle as indicated by the line Labeled E in Figure 26b. The 

question then arises as to how far t;he stalk will snap back before it 

is severed by the next cutting elem~nto The deflections produced by 

such an a-ction would tend to increase stubble height beyond the Ool2 :i,.n, 

previously mentioned as maximum" The value, however, is undeterminable 

w;ithout a greatly increased knowledge of the plaµts' particular phys

ical properties and as such is beyond the scope of this research" 
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Gua~d Interference 

Considering t~e reciprocating unit fir~t, using its guard spacing 

of three in. and a ledger width varying from 0,625 to l,25 in., the 

following may be calculated, Open space at the wide, or back, part of 

the ledger is L75 in, or 58.4 percent of the total width while at the 

narrow, or front, part of the ledger open space is 2,375 in. or 79.2 

percent. 

For the rotary unit, two pairs of values must be given due to 

guard spacing being variable a.nd having the two distinct values of 

2,5 and 5 in. If the 2.5 in. spacing is considered fit;·st, a.nd knowing 

that ledger width varies from 0,875 to 1,20 in,, the fqllowing may be 

calculated. Open space at the wide part of the ledger, that is the 

front of the guards, is 1.30 in., or only 52 percent open area; how~ 

ever at the narrow part of the guards, the space is 1,625 in. or 65 

percent of the total width. If the five in. spacing is considered, 

open area for the wide portion of the ledgers is 3.8 in. or 76 percent, 

while at the narrow part of the ledgers then~ is a 4, 125 in. open space 

or 82. 5 percent. 

A comparison between the two units is summarized in Table IV. 

Included in this table is an average value of percent open area for 

several other makes and types of reciprocating units. 
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'!;ABLE IV 

PERCENT OPEN SPACE BETWE~N GUARDS 

Compound Helical Reciprocating Cutterbar Outterbar 
2,5 in. 5 in. Hesston Average of Position 

on Ledger Spacing Spacing PT-10 Other Units 

Wi,de part .52 76 58 62 

Narrow part 6.5 83 79 74 

This table, then ~hows that the reciprocating unit can have more 

or less open area than the rotary unit through which stalks may enter 

the cutting area depending on the guard spacing used in the rotary 

cutter. If the five in. spacing is used on the helical cutterbar, it 

has a greater percentage of open space than the reciprocating unit. 

One point should be mentioned here, however, and that is regarding the 

shape of the guards and ledgers. The reciprocating unit has the 

narrowest part of the ledger at;: the front or leading edge of the guard, 

while the rotary unit is opposite. l'hus in reality, the percent at 

the narrow part of the reciprocating ledger should be compared with 

that at the wide part of the rotary ledger. Comparing these two values 

of 79 and 76 percent, essentially nq difference between the two units 

is found, Thus interference to feeding of stalks into the cutting area, 

as a result of blockage by the guards, should be equal, This then 

should not be a factor influencing any difference in the cutting effec-

tiveness experienced between the two units, 



CHAPTER V 

EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE 

Equipment and Calibrations 

Rotary Speed Measurement 

Initially, rotary speed was to be meas~red by a Tann model 15 

Proximit Switch and a six inch aluminum disk hiwing a three-qµarter 

inch diameter steel plug pressed into it. Xhis combination proguced 

a single pulse for epch revolution of the disk. This method, h.owever, 

could give only an average value for a speed over a time interval and 

could not detect sudden changes in rotary speed. Also in changing the 

rotary speeds for the field testp this method w~s complet~ly unsatis

factory and speeds had to be set with a small Jacquet Sp~ed Indicator 

using a procedure of weasuring, making a displacement change, and then 

remeasuring until the correct cutter rpm was obtained. A much better 

method would be one al.lowing a continuous monitoring of speed during 

the changing and setting operation. Thus for these reasons, the speed 

,measuring method was changed to a tachometer generator and accompany

ing rpm gauge. 

The tachometer and rpm,gauge were manufactured by the Servo Tech 

Co, of Hawthorne, New Jersey. Output of the generator was listed as 

seven volts per 1000 rpm, with a linearity of 0.1 percent of the output 

at 3600 rpm being claimed 1 This unit required a driving torque of 



15 oz. in. and was capable of operating in a temperature range from 

~67° F to 210° F (63). 

The tachomf,;lter mounted on the helical cutter i,.s showm in Figure 

30. The Proximit switch and aluminum disk can be seen in this ph9to

graph as they were not removed in the speed conversion, but rather the 

generator was simply added. 

On the helical cutterbar, rotor speed was actua,lly four ti,mes 

that measured by the tachometer. This was a result of the modification 

of the original measuring system, as the latter did not have the fre .. 

quency response necessary to measure the high rotary speeds, anq a 

gearing down was used, This 4 to 1 reduction, however, was useful for 

the tachometer system as the :r;pm gau~e available had a capacity of 

only 1000 rpm. This reduction then allowed m~a~urernent of cutter 

speeds up to 4000 rpm. The speed reduction was acr:;omplished through 

the use of a three-quarter inch wide, three-eighths inch pitch gearbelt 

and two pulleys, one having 18 teeth and the other 72 teeth. On the 

reciprocating cutter the tachometer speed was only one-half that of 

the drive shaft. This reduction was used as a result of readily avail

able parts, that is a 30 and a 60 tooth pulley. Again a three-quarter 

inch wide, three-eighths inch pitch gearbelt was used, Gearbelts were 

chosen as the drive means because an accurate speed measurement was 

required and they:eliminated any slippage between the driven and drive 

shafts, giving an exact speed reduction. 

On each of the field units the tachometer was connected to the end 

of the idler shaft by a small universal joint. This universal allowed 

for any misalignment between the tachometer and the shaft end, elim

inating any possible damage that such misalignment could impart to 



Figure 30. Tachometer Gene r ator Mounted on the Compound 
Helical Cutterbar 
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the tachometer. 

The tachometer wa$ c.alibrated for use with the availftqle :rpn11 

gauge. The calibrating source was a Jacquet Speed Indicator manufactur

ed by ~he H1 H. Sticht Co,, Inc. of New York, New York, and had a 

guaranteed accuracy of 0.5 percent for the range of speeds calibrated 

(64). 

Ground Speed Calibration 

It was decided that a reproducible speed, even if it was not an 

integer value, would be better for the field tests than a less repro

ducible, integer speed. For this reason, then, appro~imate ground 

speeds were set according to the tractor engine rpm and gearing using 

a knowledge of the manufacturer's listed operating speeds. To calcu

late actual ground speeds the tLme .for the tractol;' to traVEd between 

two stakes 100 ft apart was measured four times for each desired combi

nation of gearing and engine rpm. The averaged time was then used to 

calculate the actual ground speeds. Although some of the speeds so 

calculated were somewhat strange such as 4,2, 5,3, and 8,8 mph they 

were reproducible, for the rpm values had been chosen such that they 

could be readily set again for the field test9. In many cases the 

engine rpm was that produced by opening the throttle to a stop thus 

making it readily reproducible. For the other cases where the stop 

could not be used, an rpm was chosen which was marked on the tractor 

tachometer~ thus allowing resettiµg to the same value, 



Stubble and. Cut Ung Effect,;f,veness Stud:i,es 

Tne equipment for these measurements c::an b~ dass;i.f:l,ed i~to two 

main divisions: 1) that to measure plant qensity aqd percent uncut 

stalks, and 2) that to record stubble height and uneveness, 
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To determine plant or crop density two devices were used. In row 

crops, a three foot length of aluminum tubing was used to arbitra~ily 

determine the length over which the stalk count was made. For other 

crops a one foot square ma9~ from four pieGes of one-eighth inch by 

two inch strap iron welded together was used to determine the sampling 

area. In using each of these pieces of equipment they w~re arbitrarily 

dropped into the cut area to help reduce any sampling error~. A view 

of the square in use is shown in Figure 31, 

In determining uncut stalks a wooden dowel Hned off in one in,ch 

vertical spacings was useq. When this was placed on the ground in the 

sampling area and a specified height was chosen, all stubble 1Qnger 

than this length was then counted as uncut. 

Stubble height and uneveness were recorded by taking photographs 

of the stubble from the side with a piece of lined posterboard as the 

background. The posterboard was lin~d off in one~half inch vertical 

spacings and six inch horizontal spacings. Two inches on each end of 

the board were further divided into one~quarter inch yertical sp~cings, 

This method allowed a rapid field procedure, and yet did not sacrifice 

accuracy as the actual stem height could be determined with accuracy 

in the laboratory. In addition, it gave a permanent record of the 

stubble configur.;itions left by the various combinations of rotor and 

ground speed for each of the field maGhines. A view of the lined board 



Figure 31. The One Foot Square Being Used to Determine 
a Sampling Area 

I I 

Figure 32 . The Lined Posterboard in Use as a Background 
for the Stubble Photographs 
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in use is shown in Figure 32. 

Motion Picture Studies 

To study the cutting action and movement of the severed stalks in 

the field tests, two movie cameras were used, One camera was a 16 mm 

Bolex model 16 Reflex camera made by Paillard S. A, of Sainte-Croix, 

Switzerland and was equipped with a Vario~Switar 86EE zoom lens. This 

camera had a film speed of up to 64 frames per second; thus in viewing 

the films, the observed cutting action was approximately one-third of 

the actual operating speed. The second camera was a 16 mm Fastax 

camera, Category I, model WF3, manufactured by the Revere~Wollensak 

Division of the 3M Company. A model 116B Superior Electric Co, Power. 

stat variable transformer provided input voltage to drive the camera, 

Maximum output of the transformer was 140 volts ac, which gave a maxi

mum speed in excess of 5500 frames per second for a 100 foot roll of 

film. The camera came equipped with a neon bulb for placing timing 

marks on the film such that exact film speed could be established (50). 

A model 3106A Wollensak Pulse Generator was used in conjunction with 

the neon lamp to place a timing mark on the film each millisecond. 

Every tenth pulse from this unit had a duration of 100 microseconds, 

compared to a 30 microsecond duration for the other pulses (34). 

To supply power to the Fastax camera, a generator mounted on a 

two-wheeled trailer was used. The generator had a capacity of 5000 

watts and when driven at 1800 rpm by the two cylinder Wisconsin engine, 

produced 115 or 230 volts at 60 cycles. 

As some overhead high speed movies of the cutting action were 

desired, a large forklift was used to lift and hold the Fastax camera 
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and tripod above the cutterbar. The tripod, which was bolted to a 

cage-like platform mounted on the forklift, held the camera approxi

mately 15 feet above the cutterbar when the forklift was extended to 

its maximum height. Since the camera was mounted toward the front of 

the platform it was possible to center the lens directly above the crop 

to be cut. A view of the camera mounted on the forklift and the assoc

iated field set up is shown in Figure 33a, while Figure 33b shows the 

field layout employed in the filming of the side views of the cutting 

action using the Fastax camera. In filming the side views the tripod 

was not used, but rather the camera was set on a ten inch high block 

of wood, allowing a more direct side view of the cutting action. To 

prevent the right hand divider shield from obstructing these side 

views, two procedures were followed. Firstly the forward half of the 

shield was removed for the filming sequences, Secondly the camera was 

located approximately four ft in front and 20 ft to the right of the 

last stalk to be cut. Although this did give an oblique view of the 

cutting it prevented the remaining part of the shield from blocking 

the field of view. 

In all of the filming the voltage to the camera was set at 130 

volts ac which allowed a speed in excess of 5000 frames per second to 

be reached at the end of the 100 foot roll of film, Since it took 

approximately one second to run the 100 ft of film through the camera, 

turning the camera on at the appropriate time became critical. To 

solve the problem the distance traveled in one second by the cutterbar 

at each test speed was calculated. This distance was then measured off 

backwards from the last stalk to be cut. As the cutterbar passed this 

point the camera was manually switched on by an observer. 



Figure 33. 

(a) 

(b) 

The Two Field Set Ups Used in Taking the High 
Speed Movies: (a) Top Views, and (b) Side 
Views 
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Equipment Prepared for Power Mea1ilUrement 
' 

To measure input powe'.1;' to each of the cutting 1.mits, three pieces 

of equipment were obtained and calibrated, Two were pressure trans~ 

ducers, one having a range from 0 to 3000 psig and the other having a 

range from 0 to 6000 psig. The third piece of equipment was a turbine 

flowmeter with a range from 2 to 35 gpm, One pressure transducer was 

mounted on the inlet side of the motor while the other was mounted on 

the outlet side, The flowmeter was inserted in a straight portion of 

hose located on the outlet side of the hydraulic motor, 

To record the data a Beckman Type R dynograph having eight chaq.neh 

was calibrated, Also made available was an analog computer wh~ch could 

be used to "average" the fluctuating signab produced by e;:ich of t;he 

pressure transducers and the flowmeter. As the recorder had eight 

channels, it was then possible to record the original signals along 

with their "averaged" values ip. c;onjunction with the c:utt~r 's rotary 

speed and ground speed. The latter was to be measured by the use of a 

microswitch and a notched disk mounted on one of the cutterbar's wheels" 

All of the power measuring equipment was tested in the lc;iborato:t;"y 

and found to be working satisfactorily. As a check on the measured 

horsepower values, the hydraulic motor was connected to a water dyna ... 

mometer th,rough a gearing arrangement. A comparison of the measured 

hydraulic output horsepower to the horsepower measured by the dynamom-

eter showed only a l,5 percent error with the hydraulic horsepower 

being slightly larger, This i.s as would be expected however, for there 

would be some losses in the drive system connecting the motor to the 

dynamometer. 
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Field Testing Procedures 

Sorghum 

For the fiel~ tests in sorghum only the compound helical cutter~ 

bar was tested, Ground speeds of 14, 11.5, 9.o; 6.5, and 4.0 mph were 

tried in conjunction with cutter speeds of 900, 1800, ~400, 3000, and 

3600 rpm. It should be noteic'I that not all combinations were tried, 

with others of these being run only br~efly. This was due to a period 

of bad weather which followed the initial tests and destroyed the re

maining crop before actual field procedures could be es~ablished and 

hence before a systematic data recard~n$ procedure was developed. 

During these initial tests~ thEln, no movies or still photogrqp~s 

were taken but rather only a visual observation was made as to the 

cutterbar's performance. 

Green Wheat 

In the green whe~t crop, again only the compound helical cutterbar 

was tested, Ground speeds varying from 4,2 to 14,2 mph were tried in 

combination with rotor speeds of 1800, 2400, 3000, a:q.d 3600 rpm. Ini

tial tests suggested that ground speeds be reduced to a range of from 

4.2 to 8,8 mph and that rotary speeds be limited to 3000 and 3600rpm. 

To investigate the cutter's performance in the greeµ wheat, plant 

density as well as uncut stalks were then det~rmiqed for 3000 and ~600 

rpm at ground speeds of 4.2, 5.3, 7.0, and 8.8 mph, A minimum of three 

counts were made for each :cep1i.cation or combination of ground and 

rotary speeds. To have a visual record of the stubble and cut material 

as left by the cutterbar, photographs of several of the cut areas as 
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we11 as of the stubble were take~, wi~h the previously described lined 

board being used as a backgrounp for ~he stubble phot~gr~phs, 

As a final evaluation of ~he compound helical cutterbar in the 

green wheat, movies were made using the Bolex camera operating at both 

18 and 64 frames per second. For this filming, however, only one com

bination of test speeds was used, this being 7 mph and 3q00 rpm. 

In all of the tests performed in the whe~t, a full width cut was 

made. Thus, in actuality, two tests were performed for each run as the 

cutterbar had two guard spacings along its length. A 2.5 inch spacing 

was used on the left side of the cµtterbar while a 5 inch spacing was 

used on the right side, This allowed a comparison to be made b~tween 

the spacings for each test. 

Alfalfa 

Initial trial runs were conducted with cutter speeds of isoo, 

2400, 3000, and 3600 rpm being used in conjunction with ground speeds 

varying from 4.2 to 14.2 ~ph, The results of these runs narrowed the 

range of rotary speeds to 3000 and 3600 rpm, and ground speeds to 4.2, 

5.3, 6.0, 7.0, 7.7, and 8.8 mph for the maln tests. 

To provide a uniformity to the main tests the field was divided 

into three 20 foot wide strips, In between the strips and at the field 

edges the crop was mowed using a rotary brush cutter to provide areas 

for acceleration and decceleration of the ~nits without having to 

trample the test crop. In essence, then, only three 20 foot wide strips 

of uncut alfalfa spaced 20 ft apart were left in the center of the test 

plot. A completely randomized design consisting of three replications 

was then layed out utilizing part of each of the uncut strips, 
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The tests were conducted st~rting at the we~te~p edge of the fieid 

with the cutting occurring progressively from th~ south to the noD~h 

strip. This procedure was repeated 12 tim~s, each time starting with 

the southernmost strip. Although each test consisted of cutting an 

area 20 ft long by 7 ft wide the area in actuality was divided in half 

longitudinally, as the right half of the cutterbar had a 5 inch guard 

spacing while the left half had a 2.5 inch guard sp~cing. This allowed 

a comparison between the guard spacings to be made for each individual 

treatment. For ali the tests the cµtterbar height was h~ ld constant 

in that it wa~ allowed to "float" on the ground sut;";face. 

For each test eight stalk counts were made, four for the 5 inch 

guard spacing and four for the 2,5 inch guard spacing 1 These counts 

were made at approximately 2~, 7, 12, and 17~ ;ft from the beginning of 

the test plot, In each instance, the count was made in the approximate 

center of the particular guard spacing. By using such a proced~re it 

was intended that the cut area be l'!Venly divided ?nd el:hninat;:e any 

beginning, end, or side effects, such as shield interference or im

proper cutterbar height at the beginning or end of a test, This pro~ 

cedure of locating the plots at ~pecific points along the test are~ 

changed the main experimental design, however. Instead of having a 

completely randomized design with ~our random samples being taken for 

each test, in act\lality the design became a split plot design having 

completely randomized main plot treatments. The sampling areas or 

plots then became the sub-plot treatments which were not randomized 

but had a specific position for all the tests, 

ln conducting the stalk counts not only were the total st&lk 

densities determined for the one square foot area, but in addition 
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uncut stalks were also counted. An uncut stalk was classified as one 

having a length greater than four in. ·rn measuring this height the 

stalks were not straightened out but rather were measured as they would 

have been encountered by the cutters, Variations in ground uneveness 

over the sampling area were also taken into account and an average sur

face was used for the stubble length measurements, Following the 

counting procedure, photographs of the stubble were made for each test 

using the lined board as a background, 

As a final evaluation of the cutting action, movies were taken 

using the Bolex camera operating at 64 frames per second and the 

Fastax camera operating at 5000 frames per second. In filming, only a 

strip of crop was cut rather than using the whole cutterbar length, 

The strips of alfalfa were approximately l~ tp 2 ft wide, and 4 ft 

long. The use of only part of the Ct;ltterbar for the filming was done 

to eliminate obstruction of the rotor during the cutting operation and 

hence to provide a clear, unobstructeq view. For the movies, the 

cutter was operated at 3600 rpm and 7 mph, with only side views being 

filmed. 

The reciprocating cutterbar was also tested in alfalfa to facili

tate comparison between the two units, Unlike the compound helical 

cutterbar only one rotary speed, 800 rpm, was tested with ground speeds 

being varieo from 4.2 to 8.8 mph, Initial tests suggested a reduction 

in ground speed to a maximum of 7,0 mph which was then used in the main 

experiments. Again a 20 foot length was cut for each test with a com

pletely randomized design consisting of three replications being 

established. 

Stalk counts were made as for the compouno helical cutterbar except 
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that two levels of height were used as the division between cut and 

uncut stalks. The two lengths were three and fpur in. Only six samples 

were taken per plot, but this represents more samples than we~e made 

for the rotary unit as there was no difference in configuration over 

the length of the reciprocating cutterbar. Thus six samples per treat

ment were made in comparison to four fqr the rotary unit, rhree of 

the counts were made on the left half and the other three were made on 

the right half of the test area. These counts were at 2~ and 17~ ft 

from the beginning of the cut with the third at 10 ft. As for the 

compound helical cutterbar, however, this procedure changed the main 

experimental design to one of a split plot design having completely 

randomized main treatments with sub,.,treatments or plots having fi.xed 

locations. Photographs of the stubble using the lined board as a back

ground were made with several overall views of the cut areas also 

being taken. 

Fall Rye 

As all the available alfalfa crop had been completely cut in the 

previous tests and a more detailed study of the cutting action was 

desired, another crop was located. This was a strip of fall rye 40 ft 

by 300 ft lying alongside a road. Since cutting of individual stalks 

was desired instead of the cutting of larger strips, all of the rye was 

cut down except for eight, four ~oot long strips located 20 ft apart 1 

The excess material was cut using the rotary brush cutter that had been 

employed in setting up of the alfalfa field, and a small rotary lawn 

mower. The remaining strips were thinned so as to have stalks at no 

less than l~ inch spacings. To further aid in the visibility of the 
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cutting action, the bottom leaves on each stalk were removed fo~ a 

height up to eight in. In apdition, the material cut in the clearing 

operation was raked frpm betweep tpe stalks as well as on each end and 

side of the rows, 

The final step for each ~un involved the taking of still photo

graphs of the stubble left by the cuttF;r using the lined board as a 

background, In addition, views of the orientation of the cut crop, 

along with photographs of any cut material :i:emaining on the cutterbar, 

were made. 

~odified Cutterbar Tests 

Three types of modifications were made to the cutterbar, These 

were the addition of a shield above the cutters, the addition qf disks 

between the cutters, and the combination of these two. 

The shield was made f:rom a piece of 18 gauge galvanize¢! sheet 

metal with a lip turned upward to add strength to its leading edge. 

To further strengthen the shl,,eld a channel section, made from the same 

metal, was spot welded to the top of it, This was done to ensure that 

the shield would not vibrate or bend into the cutters causin~ possible 

damage. The shield was held in place by eight 8~40 machine screws 

which were screwed into holes that were drilled and tapped into the top 

of the bearing mounts, It was located such that the leading edge was 

directly above the center of the rotor shaft, As the shield was 42 in. 

long, only half of the cutterbar was modified allowing for easy compar, ... 

ison between the modified and unmodified sections in the tests, A 

view of the shield in place is shown in Figure 34, 

Only two disks were made, thus giving q. modified length of 
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Figure 34 . Modification of t he Cutte rbar Using the Shie ld 

Figure 35. Modification of the Cutterbar Using t he Dis ks 
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cutterbflr of 15 i,n. l'he disks were cut from a sect~on ot 3~ it;tch rount::l 

bar stock and were faced off in a lathe, with one being eleven~ 

sixteenths in, thick and the other three-quarters iq. thick 1 Thi~ qif~ 

ference was made to accommodate the variations in clearance existing 

between cutter pairs. The center of each disk was drilled to one in, 

such that a slip fit on the one inch shaft was attained. Each disk 

was held in place by a single one~q~arter inch by one and three~quarter 

inch spring pin which was driven into a one~quarter inch hole drilled 

through the disk center a.nd the shaft, When mc,)Ui;ited in pla<;:e, the 

cutters in all but one instance actually extended over the outside of 

the disks, leaving no clearance between the cutters and disks, In the 

other case the cutter was cm1y one sixty-fourth in, short of the disk, 

A view of the disks as mounted on the cutterbar is shown in Figure 35. 

For the testing of the modifications ~ wheat crop in the soft 

dough stage was used. Testing of each of the three modifications began 

with visual observat;i.op.s being made for both 4 and 7 mph in c.ombi:q.at:i.on 

with cutter speeds of 1800 and 3600 rpm. These tests were then follow

ed by the taking of both still and moving pictures. 

Movi,es using the Bolex camera operating at 64 frames peJ'.' second 

were made; for some of the filming sequences the whole cutterbar was 

used, giving three different cutter configurati,ons: the unmodified 

cutterbar, the shielded cutterbar, and the disks and shielded cutter~ 

bar together. In still other tests only the modified cutterbar was 

used while in a few instances only the section of the cutterbar having 

both disks and shield was filmed ip operati,on, This latter was ac~ 

complish.ed by mowing all but a narrow strip of crop; the compound 

helical cutterbar was then guided so as to cut this strip with the 
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desired portion of the cutterbar. For all of the filming sequ~nces 

only one ground and one rotary speed wer~ used~ that was 7 mpQ ano 

3600 rpm. Following several of these tests photographs Qf the stubble, 

cut crop, and cutterbar were made" 

For the detailed studies using the high speed Fastax camera, only 

two tests, both side views, were .filmed" The cutter was operated at 

7 mph and 3600 rpm with one test using the disks alone, and the other 

using the disks and shield together" For these tests, as in the rye, 

it was desirep to cut only individual stalks; hence two, four fqot long 

rows of stalks were left 20 ft apart, The stalks were again thinned 

such that there was no less than one and one-half in, between them wit~ 

all the surrounding material again being cut and raked awqyo The 

bottom leaves, as in the rye, were removed to promote better visibility. 



CB.APTER VI 

PRESE~TATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 

Sorghum 

The field tests on sorghum were conducted in early March, with the 

crop having been planted the previous summer. As a lengthy wet period 

had existed throughout the faU and winter months the crop was in very 

poor condition. In many instances the stalks were lying on the ground 

or were disposed at various angles above the ground surface, Even the 

stalks that were left standing were generally i1;1 poor ?hape, however. 

The pith was wet and rotting in some cases while the outsides of the 

stalks were very tough and stringy i,n nature. 

Initial tests showed .a problem with feeding of the stalks into the 

cutters past the guards. This was a result of the leaning stalks lay

ing acrqss two guards, thus prohibiting the feeding of succeeding 

stalks into the cutting area, This problem was remedied by the removal 

of the middle guards, that is guard spacing was changed from 2.5 to 

5 in. 

The following discussion dea,ls with the operation of the unit on 

a first hand visual observation of the cutting process. No photographs, 

movies, or stubble measurements were made for as mentioned earlier, 

heavy rains returned and completely destroyed the c:r;op before any sys

tematic study coutd be condqcted. 

fl() 
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Low ground speeds or low ~otary speeds in combination with each 

other or with higher speeds ~roduced ineffective cutting, It appear~d 

-
as though on contact with the knife, the stalk was simply bent forward 

rather than being cut, The cutterbar frame then passed over the stalk 1 

preventing any cutting, The best cutting performaqce appeared to occur 

for the comqination of the higher ground speeds with the higher rotary 

speeds. The reason for such fin~ings appeared to be that minimu~ 

ground and rotary speeds were required for a blade to contact a stalk 

and then sever it. To investigate this theory the cutter was operated 

at various rotary speeds while being driven forwar9 very slowly. Even 

with the author holding the top of a stalk to preventit from bending 

forward, no cutting occurred. Ratber a shredding effect took place 

where tbe rotor contacted the plant. In appearance the rotor acted as 

if it were a solid cylinder revolving about a horizontal axiEi. Thi~ 

action then prevented the plant from moving within the outer d:i,ameter 

of the rotor; hence no perpendicular contact between the plants and 

knife edges could occur and cutting was absent, Such behavior would 

explain the necessity of high ground speeds, for the plants must be 

able to penetrate within the rotor diameter for cutting to take place. 

The high rotary speeds would then be necessary to compli,ment the ground 

speeds such that a blade would always be present to sever the next 

stalk. 

The question arises as to why cutting did not occur for the com~ 

bi.nation of low ground and rotary spe~ds. At such a combination the 

feed rate was equal to that for the higher speeds thus feeding of the 

stalks into the cutters was not the problem. Rather the difficuJty lay 

in the ineffective cutting produced as a result of knife speeds being 
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so low that impact cutting could not take place. 

J:n observing the cutting in progresq it was noted that th~ st,a.lks 

generally fell back 0ver the cutterbar with some being lifted to a 

vertical height of one to two ft. On falling to the ground the stalks 

attained an orientation parallel to the direction of travel of the 

cutterbar with their transverse movement appearing to be negligible. 

In some instances cut stalks were retained on the cutterhar and lay in 

between two cutting elements or were wrapped around the shaft. A few 

stalks were also found laying over the ve:rtical portion of the angle 

forming the cutterbar frame. 

Generally the stubble height appeared to be fairly uniform wit~ 

most of the stalks having been cut in a single motion. In a few 

instances, however, the stubble appeared to show signs of double cut..

ting in that two discrete bevels were found on the cut surface. In 

comparing stubble height to cutterbar height no defini,te figures can 

be given. It appeared, howeye r 1 as though the majority of the stalks 

had been cut off in the middle of the cutting zone, that is half way 

up the curved guard-ledger assembly. 

Green Wheat 

The wheat crop was a hard red winter variety, having been planted 

in the fall of 1972. The field tests took place in April 1973 when 

the crop was within 10 days to 2 weeks of heading. Crop height gen

erally varied from 18 to 24 in. 

The field tests started with a rotor speed of 1800 rpm and ground 

speeds varying from 3.3 to 8,8 mph, At all of the combinations tried 

it was found that the cut material wrapped itself around the central 
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shaft petween the cutte~ pairs. Thi~ wrapping contiuued until po ~ore 

crop could feed into the cutbers as the out~ide diameter of the 

material bepame equal to that of the rotor. At this point ~uttin~ 

stopped and the cutterbar essentially became a solid cylinder pushing 

the uncut crop forward and finally beneath it. The same results were 

found for a rotor speed of 2400 rpm. For this r~as 0n, then, no further 

testing was conducted at either 1800 or 2400 rpm. 

At 3000 and 3600 rpm wrapping of the cut material was greatly 

reduced. Although some buildup did occur during cutting, it cleared 

itself when forward motion of the cutterbar ceased. In observing the 

unit in use it was noted that at th~ low ground speed of 3.3 mph, 

little was cut. It appeared as though the crop was simply pushed 

ahead of the cutter without entering the cutting zone. This would then 

agree with the results found in the sorghum tests where the crop was 

not cut due to the blades appearing as a solid revolving cylinder. At 

the highest ground speeds, the feed rate was too great, as the cutt~r 

appeared to become innnersed in a mass of cut stalks and 1:Jimply pu1:1hed 

the uncut material forward and then passed over it. The rec;tsqn for 

thi& appeared to be inadequate movement of the cut material Glway from 

the cutter, leading to clogging. As mentioned, too fast or too slqw a 

gl;'oun<l !=ipeed produced ineffective cutting. In fact for a given rotary 

speed and tractor engine speed only one gear appeared to produce the 

best cutting. For the 3600 rpm rotor speed this was at 7.0 mph, while 

for the 3000 rmp speed, it occurred at 5.3 mph. In calculati.qn of the 

feed rates it was found that at 3600 rpm the feed rate was 2.02 in./rev, 

while at 3000 rpm it was 1,86 in./rev, Thus a visual observation 

showed the cutter to perform beE1t ip a ver:y limited range with th~ 
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best cutting occurring at a feed rate of appro~imateiy two i11,/rev. 

In the hopes of gatherin~ a more sound basis for such .conclusipi;ts, 

additional tests were run for rotary speeds of 3000 and 3900 rpm. 

Stubble counts were made at a minimum of three locations per test; the 

results are listed in Appendix B, The data shown therein is essential., 

ly mea,ningless however, for the variation within a given replication 

is much greater than the average variation betwei;=n ground speeds. 

The reason for these doubtful results was the pattern of the crop 

left uncut, Rather than the uncut stalks being di:;;tributed relatively 

evenly over the entire area, they appe,;i.red as strips, In some cases 

a length of satisfactory cutting wa$ followed by a section of complete,.. 

ly uncut stalks which in turn wa.s follcnved by a length of satisfiactor

ily cut stubble, This patchiness then led to errors for unless a very 

large sample size w.:is used, the results were easily bi,ased. To take 

a larger sample was not possible however, since the crop wp,s being 

mowed at the time the tests were run and time was limi,ted, One result 

of the stubble counts might be the determination of how well the cutter 

was actually performing, Rather than an estimated 30 percent uncut 

crop, in actuality an overall average of only 16 percent was found, 

As mentioned earlier, photographs of the stubble were made using 

the 1.i,ned board as a background. In taking the photographs, some of 

which are shown in Figure 36, areas were chosen in which most of the 

crop had been cut, This was done i;iimply l:>ecause if there was no cut

ting, stubble height could not be studied, The four views are :for a 

rotor speed of 3000 rpm and ground speeds of 4,2, 5,3, 7.0~ and 8,8 

mph. In studying these photographs it should be remembered that for 

the tests the cutterbar was allowed to "float" on the ground surface, 



(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 36. Four Views of the Stubble Left in Green Wheat by the Compound Helical Cutterbar 
Operating at 3000 Rpm and (a) 4.2 Mph, (b) 5.3 Mph, (~) 7.0 Mph, and (d) 8.8 
Mph '° \JI 
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resulting in the top of the cutterbar lying appreximately one and on~

fourth in. above the grouqd su;i;-face. At all spe~ds the talle$t stubble 

shown is at least seven in. with many stalks extending above eight in. 

The 5.3 mph test shows just how much stubble length can vary over a 

small area. Within a single clump, stubble height can be seen to vary 

from two and one-half in. to better than eight in. Thus two stalks 

that appear to be spaced no u;iore than two in. from one another varj.e\i 

five and one-half in. in length. 

Originally it h.:td been hoped that these photographs could hav~ 

been used to draw a graph or plot of the variation ;i..n stubble height 

for comparison with the theoretical plots given in Chapter IV, This 

could not be done due to the great variations in stubble height just 

del'?cribed for rather than varying t.iniformly, stubble lengths were 

intermingled, Theoretically st~bble he;i..ght should have varied from 

0.1 in. for 4.2 mph to 0.4 in. for the 8.8 mph test. Thas~ measure~ 

ments are based on the assumptions that: 1) double cutting does occur, 

and 2) stalks are cut upon first contact with a knife edge. Even if 

double cutting did not occur, stubble lengths would vary by only 2,4 

in. rather than by the tremendous amounts recorded. Obviously then, 

the plants were not cut upon fi~st contact with the cutters, but were 

hit and bent forward. This can be emphasized by considering that the 

top of the cutters was only four and three-quarters in. above the 

ground, thus any stubble longer than this had to be deflected forward 

before being cut. One other suggest;i..on that might possibly account for 

the great variation in stubble might be that some double cutting did 

occur, producing the shorter stalks. Other stalks, however, did not 

have sufficient opposing force necessary for impact outting and h~nce 



were left long. 

As a final evaluation of the helical cutterbar's performance in 

green wheat, the movies filmed at 64 frames per second were viewed. 
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One observation made was that the cut material was thrown much higher 

than had been observed in the field, In actuality portions of the crop 

were thrown as high as five fL above the cutterbar. The films also 

showed the cut material to be thrown upward in bunches rather than in 

a continuous manner as was expected, It thus appeared a? though the 

material built up on the cutterbar and finally was thrpwn from the 

cutting area. Possibly some of the bunches could qe attribute~ to the 

unwindiµg of cut material from the shafL One other ol;>servation was 

made in viewing the films. This was the dirE:iction in which thei cut 

material was thrown, for rather than the upward and backward movement 

that had been expected, some of the crop was actually thrown forward. 

Part of this could be attributed to the unwinding of the cut material 

from the shaft but it did not appear that this was the sole reason. 

Any material thrown forward could encounter the cutters again, and 

increase plugging or at least hinder feeding of the uncut crop into 

the cutting area, 

Before this discussion cpncerning the evaluation of the compound 

helical cutterbar operating in wheat can be left one point should be 

mentioned, In all the tests i one half of the cutterbar had the 5 :i,.nch 

guard spacing, while the other half had the 2,5 inch guard spacing, 

In no instances were any discernible differences observed in the per

formance of either half of the cutterbar, disagreeing with observations 

made in the sorghum. 
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Alfalfa 

The ?lfalfa crop W<'lS te$ted ouring the latter p<'lrt of Apr~l 1973, 

. At this time the crop was within one to two wee ks of fl owe ring, Crop 

height generally varied from 15 to 18 in. 

The initial tests in the alfalfa showed essentially the ~<'lme 

results as those found for green wheat. That is, at rotary speeds of 

1800 and 2400 rpm the cut material wrapped itself <:1round the central 

shaft between the pairs of cutting el~ments, until its diameter eqmi.led 

that of the cutters. At this point cutting essentially stopped as no 

more crop could be fed into the cutting area, At 3000 and 3600 rpm 

more wrapping was found than had been noted ip the wheat; however when 

forward motion of the cutterbar ceased the wrapped milterial began to 

tear itself from the shaft, as }1.ad occurred in the wheat. 

For ground speeds greater than 8.8 mph plugging of t~e cutterbar 

was a great problem even at the highest rotary speed. The cloggipg 

appeared to be due to the fact that too much material was being fed 

into the cutters at any one time. The cut material Wc1S then not moved 

away from the cutting area fast enough and hence restricted feeding of 

the uncut stalks. At the very low ground speeds it again appeared as 

though the cutters were acting like a solid revolving cylinder prer 

venting the uncut material from entering the cutting area. It was then 

decided that for these two reasons, the plugging and the wrapping, the 

main experiments should be limited to rotary speeds of 3000 and 3600 

rpm and to ground speeds of 4.2, 5,3, 6.0, 7.0, 7.7, and 8.8 mph. 
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Visual Obs~fVAtions 

In the ~ain tests of the compound helical cutte~ba~ two gene~al 

trends were noted with regard to the unit's overall performanc~. 

Firstly, the portion of the cutterbar having the 5 inch guard spacing 

appeared to leave less uncut material in most ~nstances c9~pared to the 

2.5 inch guard spacing. The most logical explanation for such results 

would be requced interference to feeding of the uncut crop into the 

cutters~ for the 5 inch spacing, ~he second trend observed was that 
J 

the cutting\quality decreased from the beginning to the enq of ~ach ~O 

foot test plot. ~his was due tp the build up of cut material on the 

cutterbar not only from wrapping qrpunq the shaft but also from the 

material which was found protruding top first from the area petween the 

cutters and the vertical section' of the frame, ln all instanc~s almost 

all of the cut material was carried to the end of the 20 foot test strip 

and only at the beginning of a test were any cut stalks foµnq ~n the 

ground. In many instances, at the end of a test strip, ~he ~utters 

were all bµt covered in cut material, thus essentia.lly revolving within 
; 

a bridgeworf formed by the cut stalks. Intermingled with th~ longer 

i;;talks was also fo1,1nd a great qu;;:mtity of fint:;ly chopped material which 

had obviously come into cont.act with the kni,fe edges many times. Two 

views of the plugged situation e~istiP$ at the end of a test are shown 

in Figure 37. 

In observing the plots it was noted that a quantity of chqpped 

material was found throughout the length of the test area on the gro~nd 

surface. In several instances. evidence of double cutting could be 

seen as some of the stubble had been partially put through a sec1;md 



Figure 37 . Two Views of the Plugged Cutterbar at the End 
of a Test 
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time. Generally the stubble appeared to h~ve ~ v~ry rough appearance 

for rather than being cleanly cut it appeared to be almost torn with 

some istalks "shaved" over a lerrnth of three in. 

Figure 38 shows four representative views of stubble left by the 

cutter at 3000 rpm while Figu~e 39 shows four representative views of 

the stubble left by the cutter operating at 3600 rpm, It should be 

noted that for all these cases, machine travel was from right to left 

with all photographs being taken within the first five ft, of the test 

plot. 

In viewing these eight photographs in Figures 38 and 39, no gen~ 

eral trend was found, As qccurred in ~he wheat, short stubble was 

found intermingled among tall stubble with st~bble lengtps varying 

from 2 in. to greater than 8 in, within a verY small area. ~hus as 

for the wheat it was impossible to construct a plot of ac;tual stv.bble 

height to compare to theoretical lengths, Rather the photographs qan 

be used only as a visual observation of how the cut plqts appeared, 

for little quantitative data of value may be obtained from them. It 

can be noted, however, that the great majority of stalks appear to be 

three to four in. tall. Theoretically they should not be taller than 

1-3/4 in. if double cutting occurs or greater than 3-1/2 in. if no 

double cutting occurs. rbese latter figures wer,e based on the 8.8 mph 

ground speed; if, however, 4,2 mph is considered these values should 

have been only 1-3/8 and 3 in. respectively. It is difficult to assume 

that no double cutting occurred and that the majority of the crop was 

ct;tt at the extreme front part of the knife's path rather t:han through

out the entire cutting zone, Thus some form of interference or 

deflection must have occurred for the majority of the stalks, otherwise 



(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 38. Four Views of the Stubble Left in Alfalfa by the Compound Helical Cutte rbar 
Operating at 3000 Rpm and (a) 4.2 Mph , (b) 5.3 Mph, (c) 7 . 0 Mph, (d ) 8.8 
Mph 
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(c) (d ) 

Figure 39. Four Views of the Stubble Left in Alfalfa by the Compound Hel lical Cutterbar 
Operating at 3600 Rpm and (a ) 4.2 Mph, (b) 5.3 Mph, (c) 7. 0 Mph, and 
(d) 8.8 Mph 
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such a stubble pattern coulo not poss~ply hav~ been formed. One 

pof:lsible explanatio;n might be that the $talks were not cut op. ii;i.it:lql 

cQntact but were pushed forward and out on their second ~ont~et with 

the knife, or pushed sideways a:pd finally, cut by two element shear. 

Several general trends were also noted for the reciprocating 

cutterbar. It should be mentioned here that not all of the tests were 

completed with the reciprocating unit, as the drive shaft bent, mak;ing 

the machine inoperable, 

As with the compound helical cutterbar the cut material w<p;; gen~ 

erally carried to the end of the 20 foot test strip, As the cut 

T!laterial built up on the cutterbar, cuttipg dec+eased and in some 

instances es$entially stopped, This was expected to some deg;rE(e as 

thir machine had been originally '"ilt to be used ;in conjuncti9n with a 

reel and conditioner. The sloped section at the back of the cvtterbar 

h.ad been :reduced but it obviously was still too large as thf:i\ cut 

material collected upon it, Figure 40 shows four representative 

samples of the stubble left by t;he rec;i.procating cutterbar, Aga:Ln all 

the photographs were taken at the beginning of the test strip with the 

machine moving from right to left, ln viewing these tour photographs 

it should be kept in mind that maximum operating spEjed for this par

ticular cu~:terbar should have been only f:Lve mph as was pointed out 

iu Cha.pter IV, 

The maximum stubble length of six in" occurred at ~ 1 8 mph, which 

is almost double the recommended maximum speed, For all of the slower 

speeds stubble lengths on the order of two in, were t:he average with a 

few odd stalki;; being somewhat longer~ or ai:;; short as three-qual;'ters in. 

t•ll. In comp~ring the photographs of Figure 40 it can be seen that 



(a) (b) 

. ( c) (d) 

Fi gure 40. Four Views of t he Stubble Left in Alfalfa by the Reciprocating Cutterbar for 
Ground Speeds of (a) 4.2 Mph , (b) 5.3 Mph , (c) 7. 0 Mph, and (d) 8 . 8 Mph -t-' 

0 
Ul 
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the 4.2 mph test gave tqe best pertormaP~e as tar as cµtting is eqn,.. 

cerned with the 8.8 mph te~t b~ing bette~ than apy of the re~ults for 

the compound hel~cal cutterbat, 

Figure 41 shows a comparison between th~ ~uts ~eft on individual 

stalks by e.;lch unit. 'l:he top row of stalks was cut by the compound 

helical cutterbar while the bottom rqw was cut by the reciprocating 

unit. lhe picture shows the very ragged cqndi~ioµ of the stuPble as 

left by the compound helical cutterbar, for in sQme cases the stalk is 

peeled for a length g:i;:eater than th+eei in. The i:;tµ.J?hle actmaUy ap,.. 

peared very similar to that left by the rotary brush cutter u~~d for 

preparing the field for the tests. !t can be ~urthe~ noted tqat many 

of the stalks had longer slqpes associated with ~heir cut a~eas than 

would theoretically be eJ11:pected, tl;lus indi~at:ing the i:;talks were bent 

forward before being successfully cut. On th~ other hancl the reciprq~ 

eating cutterbar left a cl~an cut stubble with tearing being virtually 

nonexistent. This latter was expected for since two element ~hear wa~ 

used in the cutting process the stal~s were cut approximately perpen~ 

dicular to their axis. 

Stubble Counts 

For t,:he compound hel:lcal cutt~rba;r the four inch length wai:i ch~sen 

as the division between cut ano uncut stalks simply b~aause a three 

j,.nch length would have shown the cut~~r to produce only 10 percent 

successful cutting, For th~ rec:i,.prqcating upit both thre~ ftnd four in. 

were used such that a dj,.rec.t comparisi;m could be made as well ai:i having 

a lower value more on the order of theoretical stubble lengths avail

able. The data t;:i.ken :l;or the compound h~ Uc al cutterbar is given in 



Figure 41 , Comparison Between the Cuts Made on Individual 
Stalks by the Compound Helical Cutterbar, Top 
Row~ and by the Reciprocatiqg Cutterbar, 
Bottom Row. In Each Case the Cut of Interest 
is to the Top of the Stalk 
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Appendix C, whil~ the d~ta for the teciprocating µnit is li$t~d in 

Appendix D. 
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An analysis of Vqriance, on various combinations of ~he dat;a given 

in Appendices C and D, was made using the Statistical Analypis System 

(SAS) computer program. In the case of the compound helical C1Jtterba:r 

~11 of the data listed in Appendix C was used. For the reciprocating 

unit some data was deleted and two values were assumed to make the 

data uniform such that each test consisted of six opse+vations and two 

replications, thus simplifying procedures. The third ri=plication for 

the 6.0 mph tests was deleted and a third set of plots was ad9ed to the 

second replication at 4.2 mph. The data added was a duplicate of 

values from the first replication. Th~ reason for the lack of these 

values at 4.2 mph was that the reciprocating unit's drive sh&ft pent 

in the middle of this particular test; hence it was not i;::o1,11pleted. Th.e 

8.8 mph test was omitted simply bec~rnse it was not part of the I11ain 

tests but rather had been run only for comparisop purposes. 

Table V lists the overall means for the compound helical cutterbar 

for each combination of speeds at each guard spacing. ~he analysis of 

variance for the data taken from the compound helical cutterbar tests 

is given in Table XI of Appendi~ Ej Since the two guard spacings were 

included in this analysis, a split, split plot design exi~ted with the 

two levels of subplots being guard spacing and sampling plots. In 

Table XI and all other tables in Appendix E, the abbreviations used are 

as follows: a) rotor speed - ROTSPD, b) ground speed - GRDSPD, and 

c) guard spacing - G:OSP 1 

Table XI shows that at the 0,01 level of rejection, the effect of 

guard spacing was found to be si,gnificanL The effect of plots was the 
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TABI,.:f; V 

OVERALL MEA~S FOR THE COMPOUND HELICAL CUTIERBAR 

Percent Uncut 
Rpm Mph 

2,,5 Inch <;;ual:'d Spaciqg 5 Inc;:4 Guard Sp.;a~ing 

3000 4,2 ~0,2 24,6 

5,3 34.~ 29, 9 

6.0 40,5 34,6 

7,0 29.4 20,6 

7,7 39,2 36.0 

8.8 32.2 25,l 

3600 4,2 35.8 24.8 

5.3 37,9 26,2 
6.0 35.7 28,8 

7.0 30,6 19.8 

7,7 28,9 24.1 

8,8 33,6 31.4 

A.verage at 
3000 Rpm 34.2 28,5 

Av~ragli at 
3600 Rpm 33.8 25.9 

Overa+l Average 34.0 27,2 
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oQly other fac;tor foµnd to Qfi ~i~~itic~:nt at tl:!.i!ii level, .Th!J.S U these 

results. are con1;1ide:i;-ed ifl conjunct;;ipn witq the over~ll aver.age givep. ip 

Table V, ther~ ~s better than a 99 p~rcept probability that a di~fer~ 

ence in the two guard spacings a~tually e~ists~ with the ~ inch spa~ing 

being the preferred one, 

As a further investigation of the data an analysis of variance was 

made on the data for the 5 inch guard spacing ~lone. The resµlts are 

listed in Table XII of Appendix E, Since there is only one gu1;1rp spac

ing the statistical design has been simplified to a split plot d~sign, 

Table XII shows that no si~nificant difference at tqe 0,01 level 

was detected among either of the main t~eatments or the~r interaction, 

however a significant difference among the plots w~~ a~ain detected at 

the 0.01 level. Included in the table is a bf~akdown of the sµ~ pf 

squares and mean squares for the plots into linear, quaQvat~c, aPd 

cubic effects, Almost all of the total sum of squa+es was red~ced hy 

the linear effect indic~ting a very strong lin~ar trend iq relation to 

the plots. Table VI lists the overall means for ea~m of the four plots 

for a guard spacing of 5 in. This table alpng with tne ana~ysis of varp 

iance shows that the percent uncut was generally increasing linearily 

as the compound helical cutterbar moved along the 20 foot test strip, 

thus agreeing with visual ob~ervat~ons. 

Table VlI lists the overall ~eans for the reciprocating cutterbar 

while Table xiiI of Appendi~ E presents the analysis of variapce fpr 

this data. Table XIII shows that a si~nificant differenc~ at the 0,01 

level was detacted between the two heights of stalk measurement used to 

distingµish between cut and uncut crop. No significant differences 

in ground speed were detected at the 0.01 level. A significant 



TA:6LE VI 

OVERALL MEA~~ FOR EAGa ~LOT SEPA:RAT~LY 
VOR TRE 5 INCH GUA~D SPAQlNG 

Plot Per~~nt Uncut 

1 18,7 

2 23,5 

3 29,8 

4 36,6 

T.f\!LE Vll 

OVERALL MEANS FOR TflE RECIPROCATING 
CUTTF,:RBAR 

Peraent Uncut 
Ground Speeo 

3 Inch lleight 4 

4,2 'f6.7 

5,3 28,6 

6,0 21.0 

7.0 27,8 

Ul 

Inch Heigl:it 

13,4 

15 .4 

7 ,f~ 

17.7 
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differepce at the s~me lev@l was found~ however, betweeQ the ~l9t$ with 

the interaction betw~~n plots and ground ~peed a~so being si$nific~nt 1 

That is, the trend throughout the plat$ varied with ground speed. this 

was noted in the field for as ground $peed increased the cut waterial 

tended to vibrate off or be drug off the cutterbar. Thus, at some of 

the higher speeds the quality of cut at the end of the test was better 

than at some of the lower speeds, and this was +eflected in the anal~ 

ysis of variance by the significant interaction, Since this inter~ 

action was found signifi,.cant, nQ breakqown of the plots into linear, 

quadratic~ o+ cubic effects was made, 

As plot 3 presented rather erroneou~ results in fluctuating from 

speed to speed rather than fo~lowing a genera+ trend it wa~ dropped 

from the data. A new analysis of v~riance was made µsing oniy plots 1 

and 2 from each test, thus e1iminatin~ either the very high 9r yery 

low values associated with plot ~' The ~nalY~is of v~riance for the 

four inch length alone is preaented in Ta.ble X:lV of A~lpepd:l.,x Ji;. 

Table XIV shows that a significant difference among $round speeds 

was detected at the 0,01 level. Similarly a significant diffeFence was 

detected between the plots, Table Vlll lists the percent unc4t for the 

four groµnd speeds with plot 3 omitted for both the thre~ and four 

inch levels of measurement. It this table is considered in relation 

to the level of significance found earlier, the difference detected by 

the analysis of variance was fqr spe~ds of 4,2 and 6.0 ~ph as compared 

to 5.3 and 7.0 mph. An analysis of variance was also run for the d~ta 

with the third plot omitted u;:1ing the three inch height. No si.gnifi~ 

cant difference in speeds was detected at the 0.01 lev~l, however the 

level of significance was found to be 0,015, 



Ground Speed 

4,2 

5.3 

6,0 

7.0 

TABLE Vlll 

OV~Rl\L~ 'NEA~S FOR T~E aECIPROCATlNG 
CUTtER»AR WlTR PLOT ~ D~LE~ED 

Perc;:ent Uncut 

3 J:nch Height 4 

15 .8 

25.1 

21..5 

;n.1 
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Incp Ueight 

4,2 

131~ 

6,:;3 

1a.1 

The next logical step in the analysis of the stalk counts would be 

a compari,son between t4e two field upits. For this C~IllPariisori a ground 

speed of 7.0 mph and 3600 rp~ was uaed for the compount helical cutter~ 

bar while the ground speed of 4.2 mph was used for the reci,proca~ing 

cutterbar, The respective percents uncut for these two cond•tions were 

19.8 percent and 4,2 percent, 

The calculated t value was found tQ be 3.~8, while the tabulated 

t at the 0.01 level was found to be 3,18 1 The t test then showed a 

dif:l;:eJ;ence in the means to exist .;i.t the 0,01 level, The 99 percent 

confidence interval for the differences in the m~ans was found to be 

(0,96~ 31.87). Thus q. difference in the two '(,lnits' performanc~s was 

detected for the speeds tested, If the means for these speeds are com-

p~req it is obvious that the reciprocating cutterbar performed better, 
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High Speed Motion Picture Studie~ 
.r . ·- · · ,; .. ,,; , .. I 

Although the phptographic qu~lity 9f tpe high $peed ~ovi~s was 

very good the information attainable was somewhat limited. The main 

reason for this was that too many stalks were in view and in contact 

with the cutterbar at any one time, Thus it was very difficult to 

discern individual stal~s and even mqre difficult to follow a single 

stalk through cutting and trp.jection a,s :Lt became lost ;i.n the grei;iter 

mass of cut and uncut material. Through repeated viewing of the films 

using a 16 mm projector operating at normal speed and on a frame by 

frame basis it was possible to discern two distinct mqtions however, 

An .attempt to follow indi.vidual. ::;talks, using a Vanguard Motion 

Analyzer, failed as they were 195t in the great quantity of material 

cut. 

One observation made ~as that many of th~ stalks w~re cQntacted 

twice by the cutting edge of the rotor. rhis indicate9 ~h~t ;i.mpac~ 

cutting was not readily occurring, possibly due to too l~w a knife 

speed. As the stalks w.ere not c4t on initial contact, stubble lengths 

would be greater than theoretical values. Thus this could account for 

some of the long stubble found in the plots, 

The second observed occurrepce was the hooking of th;! uncut stal~s 

by the tips of the cufters. Sketches of this action are shown in 

Figure 42, These are only sketches, howeve~, of what was observed in 

viewing the f~lms, for approximate 25 degree increment~ of cutter rota~ 

tion. Part (a) of this figure shows the stalk just beginning to be 

hpoked by the cutter tip. Up to this point the stalk had not been cut 

but contact between it and the ~nife edge of the cutter had occurred. 



(a) 
Rotat0 (b) 

Forward Travel 

(d) 

Figure 42. Sketches Showing the Hooking of a Stalk for 25 Degree 
Intervals of Gutter Rotation 

us 
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In part (b) of F~gure 42, the hookin$ of the ~talk has prqg~es$ed to 

the point that the s~a.lk b.a~ a lfi:t;"ge bend in it;:; howeveri it is still 

att,ached to the grIDund. In pi'3.rt (c) of this same figµre, the; stalk has 

separated from its base, for its end is just visible abpve the guard. 

This separation of the stalk could occur in three ways: 1) failure of 

the stalk in tension, 2) failure of the stalk as the hooking action 

pulls it against the second knife edge? or 3) failure of the stalk as 

it is pulled between the second cutter and the ledger. Although the 

stalk appears to have been trajected upward by the cutting, it was not, 

Rather it was cariied upward by the second cutter of the pair. In part 

(d) of Figure 42 the stalk is carried over the central mounting shaft 

and wrapping begins. 

Insofar as trajection of the severed stalks was concerned two 

patterns were observed in v:Lewin.g the movies. In a ;t;ew iqs );:ances a 

stalk was thrown forward while in othe:t;" cases }t appeared as though 

they were trajected upward and backward. The majority of stalks, 

however 1 were "hooked" by the cutter tips. 

Two other possibilities were suggested after viewing the films 

which could possibly account for the wrapping problem 1 however direct 

evidence was not specifically noted. One was cutting of the stalks 

which were then thrown upwards but not out of the dia~eter of the cut

ters. As the cutters came a.round, the s tC'llk base could be caught and 

wr('lpped around the shaft. The other pIDss~bility might be that as the 

stalks were cut, the angle on the kn:Lfe edge might throw them side~ 

ways i~to the next cutter, Wrapping might then be initiated as the 

base of the stalk was pulled back and under by the second cutter as it 

revolved. 
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Due to the upcertainty of the$e explanatton$, a mo:i;e exhau~ tive 

study of the c4ttiqg action was 4ndertakep using the Fasta~ h;i,g)J. sp~ed 

camera. 

Fall Rye 

As for the alfalfa, the phptograpbic quality of all the films was 

very good. The side views of the cutting were excellent as the stalks 

appeared white against the dark background of the left hand divider 

shield. In the top views, however, the stalks were not readily dis· 

cernible as they appeared almost the same shade as the ground beneath 

them. 

In studying the movies all ~ere first viewed using a 16 mm pro~ 

jector at normal speed and then operating on a frame by frame ~asis, 

The various trends in stal~ movement were noted and located by frame 

number from a marked frame, These particular films were then viewed 

on a Vanguard Motion Analyzer apd traces of the stalks were made at; 

suitably spaced intervals, In the case of the top views the stalks 

were not discernible for an egtended period of time to allow a trace 

of their motion to be made. 

After making several traces of the stalks i.n a side view i.t was 

found that six different trajectories or p~ths were fqllowed by the cut 

stalks. These were as follows: 1) cut and thrown verti.cally upw.;:ird, 

2) cut and the base thrown forward, 3) cut and thrown both upward and 

forward (in viewing the movies it appeared as though these stalks were 

actually trajected up and over the cutterbar), 4) cut, then carri.ed 

over the shaft by the cutter and finally thrown backwards over the 

cutterbar, 5) cut, then carried around the central shaft by the cutter 



and fina tly thrown back again!? t th~ vertic:d ap.gh! of the fram~, w~ere 

they were ~arried along, aad 6) not cut~ then hooked by the ~utter tip 

and broken, finally being thrown back against the v~rticai angle of the 

frame where they were carried along. Six representative views of these 

paths are shown in Figures 43 through 48 respectively. Since the 

camera was located at an oblique angle to the row of stalks, it shoulo 

be noted in viewing these figures that the plane of the paper on which 

they are drawn is not the same as that in which the stal"l;cs or cutter

bar moved. In each figure the distance showµ separating the individual 

traces is not equal to the qista~ce the cutterbar actually traveled 

from one trace to the ne~t. Rather the cutterbqr traveled a much short~ 

er distance and the traces were spread out fqr clarity such that they 

did not overlap one another. On the right hanq side of each of Figures 

4~ through 48 the first and last traces of the stalks were superimposed 

to give a comparison of how the final viewed position of the stalk was 

related to its original location. The "x's" at ground level indicate 

the posit ion of the leaping edge of the guF\rds for eci.ch of these two 

traces. The distance between them, shown in inches, is then thi= total 

distance that the cutterbar moved forward from the first to the last 

trace drawn. The final view given is the f:inal view as seen ln the 

movies and not the final resting positiop of the stalks. 

]3y far the majority of the sta~ks did not follow the paths in 

which they were thrown clea~ of the cutterbar bvt rath~r followed those 

shown in Figures 47 and 48. Wrapping of the cut material would then 

follow in one of two ways. First is the possibility that the stalks 

continued to be carried around the central shaft by the cutter, Secondi 

as the area between the cutters and the vertical section of the 
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Figure 43. Path Followed by a Stalk Which is Cut and Thrown Upward 
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Figure 44. Path Followed by a Stalk Which is Cut and Thrown Forward 
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Forward Travel 

Figure 45. Path Followed by a Stalk Which is Cut and Thrown Upward and Forward 
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Forward Travel in. 

Figure 46. Path Followed by a Stalk Which is Cut and Carried Over the Shaft by the Cutters and Then Thrown 
Backwards Over the Cutterbar 
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Forward Travel 

Figure 47. Path Followed by a Stalk Which is Cut and Carried Over the Shaft by the Cutters and Then 
Thrown Against the Vertical Section of the Cutterbar Frame Where it is Dragged Along 
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Figure 48. Path Followed by a Stalk Which is Not Cut But is Hooked and Broken Off, Then Thrown Back 

Against the Vertical Section of the Cutterbar Frame, Where it is Dragged Along 
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cutterbar frame became fiUed with cut s tall~s, the rE;lvolying ~utters 

could easily grab this mate~ial and d~ag it down under to be~in tQ~ 

wrapping process. 

It was observed in the top views of the cutting action that as a 

stalk came into contact with a cutter 1 it was either cut and carried 

ta the ledger or simply carried to the ledger where it was cut by two 

element shear. The stalk then continued to move sideways across the 

ledger and in some cases went as far as the center of the next cutting 

pair. Such an action would add to the plugging of the cutterbar in 

two ways. Firstly, if thrown into another cutter it could easily be 

caught by the second cutter movin& backwards over the central shaft. 

This would then lead to wrapping of the stalk around the shaft or else 

the stalk would be thrown into the area between the cutters and cutte+

bar frame. Secondly, if the stalks were thrown simultaneously froIII 

two cutters into the area above the gua:i;-ds they cpuld collide or become 

entangled, Such a larger mass would likely be more subject to being 

hooked and wrapped by the cutter tips than would a single stalk. 

In both the top and side v;iews, it was seen that more than one 

contact between the knife edge and the stalk occurred, Th.is .;igain 

showed that impact cutting was not readily occurring and would account 

for the increased stubble length found in the £ield tests. 

Modified Cutterbar Tests 

In testing the modified cutterba.r the shield alone appeared to 

have little if any beneficial effect, The cut material continued to 

wrap itself around the central shaft until the entire area below the 

shield became solidly filled with both cut and wrapped material, The 
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area to the rear of the cutter was filled with a quantity 0£ chopped 

material which had obviously been cut many times, as the shiei9 held 

it from escaping. Many stalks were founq to be bent around the leading 

edge of the shield with the base of the stalk being inside the shield 

and the top laying over it, These stal~s were held in place and 

dragged along, thus acting as a sled onto which other stalks fell and 

were carried along. The end result was that the cutterbar became com~ 

p le te ly buried in mate ri.a 1 both inside and ou ti=dd~ the shield . When 

such a condition was reached the cutterbar acted as a solid mass and 

simply pushed the uncut crop forward and under it, 

A section of the cutterbar containing the disks is shown in 

Figure 49, after it had cut a,pproximately a 10 foqt length of wheat. 

This photograph shows that wrapping of the cut m11terial between the 

cutter pairs where the disks were located wp.s nopexistent:, where~s the 

rest of the cutterbar exhibited wrapping to a l.;a.rge degree between 

ci,1tter pairs. The a:rea behind the cutters can be seen t:o still have a 

large quantity of cut stalks extending upward from it. Thus although 

the wrapping appears to have been eliminated by the disks, cut crop 

was still being carried aver the cutters and depcisited in the area 

between them and the verticc;tl section of the main cutterbar frame. 

Figure 50 shows the appearance of the cutterbar, including a 

section using both the shield and the disks together, after cutting. 

The photograph also shows a portion of the cutterbar whicl:i had not: been 

modified as well as a section in which the shield alope was used, 

Wrapping of the cut material where the shield and disk$ were used to~ 

gether was eliminated, Some stalks were bent around the leading edge 

of the shield; this occurred, however, only for the areas where the 



Figure 49. View of the Cutterbar Showing the Eff~ct of 
the Disks 

Figure 50. View of the Cutterbar Showing the Effect of 
the Disks and Shield 
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cutters did not come :l,nt;o c9ntact with t:he shield~ that is wh~re thei 

disks or bearing mounts were loGated, For takin~ of the photographs 

th~ cut material had been removed from the top of the shield such that 

this phenomenon could be viewed, Again a large quantity of chopped 

material was foupd in the area between the cutters and the vertical 

section of the angle frame, This indicated that some stalks had been 

dragged under the shield where they were chopped up, or the ends of the 

stalks that were not thrown above the shield had peen cut off as the 

cutters passed under it. 

The disks and shield together proved best as far as plugging, 

wrapping and then carrying along of the c;,ut materi<iil was concerned, 

This combination provided a great improvement over the unmodified 

cutterbar. 

The high speed movies were again of good quality with the light 

colored stalks being e<;isily c.;liscernible against the clark packgrounq 

of the left hand divitjer shield. In the movie taken of the modifica

tion using the disks alone it was observed that of the 21 stalks in the 

row, 18 were cut and carried over the central shaft by the cutters. 

They were then thrown into the area between the cutters and the vertical 

portion of the cutterbar frame. Of the three remaining stalks, one was 

ci..it and thrown forward~ one cot,tl\:'f not be followed due to the combina

tion of a dust cloud and the other stalks, while the third was thrown 

back over the vertical frame of the cutterbar. In the latter case the 

stalk probably would also have been thrown into the area behind the 

cutters had it not broken as it was being lifted over the shaft. As 

it broke, the cutters no longer had control of the stalk, thus it could 

not be thrown down behind the cutters, 



As it was observ~d that no trajection upward ~r upward and forward 

was found, this would suggest that pe~haps such tr~jection had been 

occurring in the other tests a~ the stalks slipped sidew~ys off ~he 

cutters. Since the disks prevented sideways motion this traje~tion 

was eliminated and the stalks were forced to be carried over the cen~ 

tral axis by the cutters o This then refutes one earlier theory that 

sideways motion of the stalks could lead only to iriyreased plugging 

and wrapping, Although it does add to the wrapping problem it also 

leads to some of the ~oFe favorable trajection patterns, 

In viewing the movie it was seen that each stalk was struck at 

least twice by the knife, This again shows that single element impact 

cutting was not readily occurring, and accounts for the increased 

stubble lengths, Such .;iction would ind:i,.cate too slow a knife speed 

or perhaps dull knives. 

In viewing the high speed movie of the cutting action, taken of 

the section of the modi,:l:ied c4tte.1'.;'bar usi;qg the disks and shield to~ 

gether, a problem i.n following the stalks was found. This was clue to 

the cut stalks remaining on the shield and then obstructing the view, 

However through repeated viewirig of the films on a 16 mm projector, bqth 

at normal speed and on a frame by frame basis, two general observations 

were made in p.ddition to noting t;hat the stalks were again contacted 

more than once by the knife edges. 

As when the disks were ~sed alone, most of the stalks were lifted 

up by the cutters and then carried. Because of the shield, hpwever, 

the stalks could not be carried all of the way around and thrown 

against the vertical angle, When the stalk contacted the shield two 

different patterns were observedo In most cases the base of the stalk, 
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which was bel9w the shield, wa,s bent by the c~tter around the ~hieid 

edge, This porti.on W<;lS not cut o:t;f apd in spma cases it ¥a.s struGk 

three or fou:i;- tim(;'!s by the knife, ea.ch time dmply fqld1-,ng Pack UI'lder 

the shieldo Since the stalk was wrapped around the edge of the sqield 

it was drqgged along with the cutterbar 1 In other cases, the end of 

the stalk was severed as the cutter passed under the shield. The top 

portion of the stalk then appeared to bounce off the shield in ~n up~ 

ward and forward manner., Thip was possibly due not only to the bounce 

but also to the energy which had b!;'!en stored in the st~m during the 

time it was bent and li~ted up over the shaft by the ~utters. 



CHAPTER VI): 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIO~S) AND RECOMMENDATIO~S 

FOR FURUIER WORK 

Present cutting methods employed on agricultur~l machines for tqe 

harvest of crops are far from ideal. They are limited in speed of 

operation a,np have high energy and we~r losses~ The research conducted 

and reported herein deals with the deslgQ, cqnstruGtion, •n4 field 

testing of a new cutting unit. The compound h~Hcal c;:utterbiill;' h~Q l:>een 

previously testeq in the laboratpry ~µcl had shown po~sibilities no~ 

only for cutting but also tor 4rajectio~ of the severed ~ta1~s frqm 

the cutting area. The objectives of th~~ study were then to: 

l. Modify the original design and fabrication procedure developed 

by Bledsoe to achieve the following: 

A, a design that allows easy replacement of the various 

components of the cutting unit, and 

a, a met.hod of mai;mfacture that can be used in mass pro

duction of the components. 

2, Determine a method to correct the loss of edge on the cutting 

surfaces brought abbut through usage. 

3, Observe and evaluate the unit in the field to determine the 

o~timum combination of design and operating parameters with 

1 ,, 1 



considera,tion be:i,ng given to powe:r requiremen~~ speed o~ op~rat:j..on, 

and quµlity of cut. 
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4, Compare ~he new cutting unit ~q a reciprocating cµtterbPr to 

determine whether it has significant advantages over the present system 

to warrant its practical use 1 

The cutters and guard-ledgers for the field unit were constructed 

following basic design criteria established in laboratory tests. The 

cutters were designed on the basis of four criteria: 1) a diameter of 

3.5 in., 2) a knife angle of 46°, 3) a bevel angle of 30° 1 ~nd 4) sharp 

blades; while the guard~ledger a&semblies :folJ,.owed two· bai:;ic design 

criteria: 1) a 5° ledger angle and 2) a 45° ~evel angle, 

Casting was chosen as the method of manufacture a~ it simplified 

producti~n procedures, Each of the cutter halves and guards were cast 

with integral knives and thus eliminated the need for blade attachment 

and further simplified production methods. A single cutting uqit con

sisted of two cutter halves bolted to a one inch diameter shaft. The 

main cutterbar frame was a section of angle iron seven ft long, The 

guards were attached to the underside of the angle with prov:j..s:i,.pn being 

made for both a 2.5 inch and a 5 inch guard spacing. 

The cutterbar was mounted to a frame and running gear salvaged 

from a pull type windrower, Power to drive the cutters was supplied by 

a hydraulic system consisting of a variable displacement pump and 

motor. Such a system was chosen as it would allow for easy measure-. 

ment of input power to the cutters and yet was capable of operating at 

any speed from 0 to 3900 rpm independent of ground speed and tractor 

rpm, A seven foot reciprocating unit for use in a comparison test was 

modified to allow powering by the same hydraulic sys tern. 



The compound he+ical cvtterbar was tested in several crops w~t~ a 

comparison being run between it and the r~ciprocating unit in alfa.lf~. 

The cornpound helical cuttel;'bar was tested a.t rotary speeds varying 

from 1800 to 3600 rpm and for ground speeds from 3.3 to 14.2 mph. The 

reciprocating unit was operated for a range of ground speeds of 4.2 to 

8.8 mph, In the alfalfa each unit was tested using a completely 

randomized design. Evaluation was made on the basis of percent uncut 

left by each machine over the 20 foot test length. A length of four 

in. was chosen as the division between cut i;md uncut stalks. 

For the compound helical cutterbar a series of top and side views 

of the cutting action were filmed using a high speed camera. This was 

done to try to determine where the difficulties lay in the cutting apd 

trajection of the stalks, 

Finally three modifications in the ori~inal cutterbar design were 

made and field tested, High $peed movie$ of the modificati~ns in use 

were made. 

Conclusions 

1. High cutter speeds in conjunction with low ground speeds pro

duced little cutting, for the cutters appeared as a solid revolving 

cylinder which prevented the stalks from coming into contact with the 

knife edges, 

2. High ground speeds led to rapid plugging of the cutterbar and 

ineffective cutting as the feed rate was too great to allow time for 

adequate removal of the cut stalks. 

3. Low rotary speeds produced ineffective cutting as knife 

speeds were below that required to produce i.mpact cutting, 
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4. Wrappin~ of cut stalks around the central shaft between the 

cutters was a great problem, particularly for rotor speeps pf 1800 and 

2400 rpm. 

5. In alfalfa no significant difference, at the 0.01 level, in 

percent uncut was found to exist among ground speeds or rotor speeds 

for the ranges tested, The lowest average val1,1e of 20 percent uncqt 

was found at seven mph l:!;nd ~600 rpm, 

6. In alfalfa a significant difference betwe12n the guard spac.., 

ings was found, at the 0, 01 levE) 1, with the 5 inch spaci.ng proving 

superior due to a reduced interference to feetjing, 

7. In alfalfa a significant d~fference, at the 0.01 levE)l, in 

percent uncut was found to exist l:ietween tQ.e l'.'eciprocating and compouno 

helical cutterbars. Overall means were found t9 be 22 and 30 percent 

respectively, 

8. Generally, cutting did not occur on initial contact between 

the stalks and knife edges. This was a res1,11t of eithe:r low knife 

speeds or dqll knives, or a combimi.tion of both. ·As the stalks were 

not cut on initial contact, stubble lengths were increased, 

9. Six basic stalk trajection patterns were found upon analysis 

of the high speed movies: 1) cut a.nd thrown vertically ui;>ward, 2) cut 

and the base thrown forward, 3) cut and thrown both forward and upward 1 

4) cut, then carried over the central shaft by the cutter and thrown 

backwards over the cutterbar, 5) cut, then carried over the o.entral 

shaft by the cutter and finally thrown back against the verti,cal angle 

of the frame where they were carried along, and 6) not cut, then 

hooked by i;:he cutter tip and broken, finally being t~rown against the 

vertical angle of the f:i;-ame where they were carried along. 
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10. 'the majority of the s t:a1ks were not thrqwn dear Qf the 

cutterbar. Instead they followed the last two paths listed above~ thus 

accounting for the wrapping a~~ plugging found on the ~utterba+. 

11. Tests of the modifications showed the shield alone to have 

little if any beneficial effect. The disks alone eliminated the wrap~ 

ping between the cutters, while the disks and shield together elimi

nated the wrapping and helped reduce the plugging, 

12. As initially designed, the compound helical cutterbar offers 

no advantages over the reciprocating cutterbar as far as cutting per. 

formance is concerned. However, the unit does have possibilities as 

the modifications have indicated, and hence warrants fu,rther modifica ... 

tion and testing. 

Recommendations for Further Work 

As this research involved the initial field testin& of a new 

machine, recommendations for furthe~ ~ork in the form of modificatioqs 

and their testing were expected, The following modifications are sug

gested on the basis of the knowledge obtained in the field tests. 

1. Change the cutter locations such that they overlap one another, 

eliminating the area where wrapping begins. St,tch a change would also 

entail redesign of the bearing mounts such that the cutters could re~ 

volve as closely as possible to them~ eliminating wrapping in this 

area. 

2. Remove the guards, as they would no longer be peeded after the 

ch.;i.nges in cutter location had been made, as described in 1, above. 

3. Clwnge the main cutterbar frame such that the vertical portion 

behind the cutters is eliminated or at least reduced to prevent stalks 



from l:ian·ging in this area. 

4. Sharpen the leading e~$e of the shield and lpcat~ it s4ch that 

minimal clearance between it and the c:.utt\ers occurs~ th\,l,S prl'ill}ibH:ing 

stalks from wrapping around its leading edge. 

5. Sharpen the knife edges and/or increase knife speed such that 

cuttin~ occurs on initial contact between the plant and the rotor. 

6. Change the design of the cutters such that they appear as a 

straight line rather than V·shaped in a top view. 
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APl?E;NDI-1\ A 

ANALOG COMl?DTER WIRING DETAILS 
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Ass1,1ming a coordinate systf?m a,s shown in Fig1,1re 51 and a cutter 

moving w:i,. th a linear velocity V .;ind i:l '.l:'Otor angular ve lad ty al, the 

following eq1,1ations may be written concerning the position of point P: 

x = Vt + R sin t.ot 

y = R .,. R cos tAlt 

Differentiating with respect to time obtains: 

. 
x = V + R l.O cos ~ t 

. 
y R1.11 sin wt 

Now, let z = R sin a>t 

Di£ferentia ting, 
. 
z = R !'.,!,)cos wt 

Then, y = ~ z 

• and z = {,JJ R - u, where u = f,>ly = <:A.IR "" z 

Initial conditions: 

At t = o, x :;:; o 

y = 0 

Through appropriate time and magnitude scaling after selecting 

ma~imum val4es for the variables, the scaled circuit may be drawn as 

shown in Figure 52. A value of S = 4.00 was used in the time sc.;iling. 

It then becomes a simple matter to change linear velocity or 

angular velocity of the cutter. If linear velocity is to be changed, 

the initial condition on amplifier number three must be changed. If 

cutter an~ular velocity is to be changed, three circuit changes must 

be made. The initial conditions on amplifier number eight must be 

changed along with the settings of the two potentiometers labeled wl 

and ro 2. 
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Figure 51. Definition of Coordinate 
System and Variables 
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Figure 52. Scaled Circuit Diagram 
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The values for each of toese pots for various co~Qinations of 

rotor speed and ground spe~d a~e given in Tahies IX and X. 

TABLE IX 

SETTINGS FOR POTS fOR OIFFeRENT ROTARY SPEEDS 

Rm 
Pots 3600 2800 2000 1200 

~l 0.270 0.209 0.149 0.090 

Qll2 0.108 Q,0836 0,0596 0.0360 

(l) 3 0,943 0.732 0. ,522 0,)15 

'.(.'A&LE ,X: 

SETTINGS OF POT FOR OlfFERENT GRQUNP SPEEPS 

Mph 14 10 7 4 

Pot V 0,246 0~176 0.123 0,070 
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STALK COU~TS MAD~ IN GRE~N i.mEA~ fQR UIE 

COMPOUND HELICAL GUTTER~AR 
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3 0 0 0 R.£!!!. 

ReElication I 
Mph Total Uncut Percent 

Stalks Stalks Uncut 

8.8 87 19 21.8 
78 25 32.0 
92 13 14. l 
98 23 23.5 

7.0 94 19 20.2 
82 9 lLO 

111 6 5.4 
-109 18 16.5 
103 12 11.6 

6 .-0 138 19 13.8 
65 8 12.3 
68 3 4.4 
49 14 28.6 

5.3 79 0 O~O 

91 3 3.3 
101 3 3.0 

6D 5 -s. 3 
149 11 7 .4 

4.2 156 11 7.D 
95 lii- 14. 7 

154 30 19.5 
83 22 2u.s 
63 17 27 .-0 

ReElication ·II 
Total Uncut Percent 
Stalks Stalks Uncut 

71 17 23.9 
84 12 ±4.3 
89 18 20.2 
89 2 2.2 

75 14 5.3 
li6 13 ll.2 

62. 3 4~:8 
38 5 13.2 

73 14 i9.2 
71 7 9.B 

12-0 12 10.-0 
62 20 32.2 

93 20 21.5 
=86 L3 15.l 

is-o 21 14.0 
94 n 13 .8 

ReElication III 
Total Uncut Percent 
Stalks Stalks Uncut 

104 14 13.5 
78 9 11.5 
77 8 10.4 

120 19 15. 8 

103 14 13.6 
65 L8 27 .. 7 
62 9 14. 5 

134 10 7.5 

49 3 6.1 
74 9 12.2 
87 2 2.3 
89 10 11.2 

Average 
Percent 
Uncut 

22.8 

i3 .6 

-iL7 

:12 .-0 

-s.~ 

t-" 
~ 
-...J 



3600 R£!!!. 

ReElication I 
Mph Total Uncut Percent 

Stalks Stalks Uncut 

8.8 101 10 9.9 
115 10 8. 7 

82 6 7.3 

7,0 107 D O~O 

96 5 5.2 
lli 4 3.6 

5.3 105 1 43 
129 14 10.8 
ll6 23 19~ 9 

ReElication II 
Total Uncut Percent 
Stalks Stalks Uncut 

128 7 5-5 
126 9 7.i 
118 19 10.7 

97 '9 !L3 
70 1.3 18.6 
33 16 48~5 

61 13 19.4 
"85 l3 15.3 

181 31 17 .1 

Average 
Percent 
Uncut 

8.2 

14_2 

14.5 

}-' 
·~ 

;():) 



STA~K COUNTS :MA.PE iN ALf~Lf~ FOR +~~ 

9o~~O~NO HE4~CAL G~rTER~AR 
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3000 R£!!! 
Guard Re:E lica ti on I 

Mph Spacing Total Uncut Percent 
(inches) Stalks Stalks Uncut 

4.2 2.5 57 11 19.3 
71 13 18.3 
78 18 23.3 
43 14 32.6 

5 32 4 12.5 
33 -0 18.2 
1+4 9 20.5 
58 :t4 24. l 

5.3 2.5 -64 11 26.-0 
51 rn 19~--0 

5~ 2.5 42.4 
24 14 5~.3 

5 49 ll 22_4 
39 4 10.2 
50 19 ~:8. {} 
55 :a 14.5 

-0 .-iJ 2.5 -42 9 2L4 
3-S 22 4U.O 
54 19 35.2 
62 2-0 4-l.9 

5 48 '6 12.-S 
4-4 H. :25 .fl 
43 rn 23.2 
41 i3 31.'@ 

ReElication II 
Total Uncut Percent 
Stalks Stalks Uncut 

57 14 24-6 
67 Hi 23.9 
46 22 47.8 
30 21 70.0 

52 12 _23 .1 
47 16 34.0 
j§ 9 16.4 
36 15 4L7 .. 
5~ 7 B.2 
'.53 12 22.6 
% 8 22.l 
5:6 ~2 39.3 

Zi-4 9 20.4 
34 18 52.9 
39 14 35_ 9 
1.7 7 2.'i .9 

-49 18 J6. 7 
SI) -H 2'.8 .-6 
;n B 39--41-
55 u 49.l 

51 'i-6 31.4 
31 1-7 51,;6 
l7 ll 29 .. J 
33 9 27 .3 

Re:elication III 
Total Uncut Pe-rcent 
Stalks Stalks Uncut 

J6 11 14.5 
45 9 20.0 
63 21 33.3 
65 23 35.4 

60 ] 11.7 
51 9 ll .-6 
53 16 30.-2 
31 14 45.2 

:39 -11 2:8.2 
59 34 57 .6 
40 lD 25.il 
6il 35 5.5.6 

3~ 12 2L4 
-09 2i 31.-9 
32 ~ 25.0 
lO 12 60.-0 

53 2.2 4L5 
-47 2-0 42.o 
54 19 35.2 
48 3-0 75.0 

66 20 3D.3 
31!. 24 44.4 
35 21 4~.l 

33 2l 63 .-6 

Average 
Percent 

Uncut 

30.3 

21~3 

34.2 

32~0 

40 .5 

31.1 

+-' 
-1,71 

0 



3000 Rpm (Continued) 

Guard ReElication I ReElication II ReElication III Average 
Mph Spacing Total Uncut Percent Total Uncut Percent Total Uncut Percent Percent 

(inches) Stalks Stalks Uncut Stalks Stalks Uncut Stalks Stalks Uncut Uncut 

7.0 2.5 56 5 8.9 45 12 26.7 54 22 40.7 
43 13 30.2 49 14 28.6 50 17 34.0 29.4 59 12 20.3 45 12 26.7 42 13 3-1.0 
49 17 34.7 49 23 46.9 53 13 24.5 

5 48 3 6_2 43 6 14.0 54 12. 22.2 
41 5 12 .2 39 4 10.2 41 8 19.5 25.0 
36 7 19.4 46 9 19.6 46 17 3J.O 
48 9 18.8 49 17 34.7 33 ll 33.3 

7.J 2.5 48 25 s:Ll 26 1 26.9 n 10 14. l 
55 26 4l.3 47 18 38.3 67 --i4 35.8 39.2 
66 25 33.3 48 20 41.7 50 16 32.0 
.31 25 49.0 40 18 45.0 47 26 55.3 

5 53 29 54.7 36 4 li.1 44 7 15'" 9 
5-0 21 54.0 29 11 37.9 58 16 32.0 

37.6 50 24 ti.'8 .0 50 14 28.0 5-2 18 34.6 
68 19 27 .9 42 10 23.8 44 28 o3.6 

8.8 2.5 50 8 16.0 46 12 26.l 67 16 23.9 
63 15 23.8 58 7 12.1 46 2J 50.-0 32_2 
87 37 42.5 54 30 55 .6 51 12 23.5 
33 11 33.3 67 22 32.8 55 26 47.3 

5 56 6 10.7 27 5 18.5 43 H 25.6 
52 7 l3.5 62 6 9.7 57 14 24.6 

28.6 
81 20 24.i 52 14 26.9 n 3~ 44.~ 

79 18 22_8 59 L5 25.4 59 32 54.2 

t-' 
Vt 
J-' 





3600 Rpm (Continued} 

Guard Replication I ReElication II Replication III Average 
Mpb Spa-cing Total Uncut Percent Total Uncut Percent Total Uncut Percent Percent 

{inches) Stalks Stalks Uncut Stallcs Stalks Uncut Stalks Stalks Uncut Uncut 

7.0 2.5 55 29 52.7 55 16 29.1 60 17 28.3 
71 12 16.9 41 10 24.4 51 12 23.5 30.6 
39 11 2S.2 52 ll 2L-2 71 20 28.2 
46 24 52.2 -Sl 14 27-4 71 25 35.3 

5 39 -is 46.2 '.54 5 9~2 -69 9 13.0 
46 5 10_9 61 9 13.4 -65 ~8 U.2 25.2 
47 11 23.4 -43 i.l 24.4 53 10 18.9 
48 1-0 2-0 .:a -32 9 2£.l JO 11 17 .1. 

7.7 2.5 -43 6 1-4.-0 51 6 1L8 -45 -} l'.~~ 6 
59 14 23.7 A:'6 ll 23.-9 42 8 19.Q 28.9 
52 12 23.1 39 l 17.9 --Si lO 39.2 
53 21 39 .'6 o7 {J.l '6L.2 .33 19 :57 .6 

5 47 2 4.2 53 4 J.5 54 -9 --16.J 
4"2 3 7.-1 --36 5 13.--9 -46 7 l-5.~ 

2l>.5 
33 22 41.5 55 -2-0 36.4 67 19 28.4 
44 9 20.4 48 32 6'6. 7 7-0 22 31.4 

-8. 8 2.5 49 2 4.1 -47 16 34 .-0 5:} 8 14.D 
23 6 2:6 .1 .5-'6 ; --12.:s 40 15 37_5 

33.~ 
57 22 38 .:6 5-8 -19 32 __ ,,S 49 19 38.8 
49 31 "63~3 .Si 2-3 45.l 30 17 56.7 

3 -42 4 9_5 4-9 :6 ll.l 52 n -21. 2 
36 l 19 .'4 --48 ll 22.-9 -S4 i5 u .. :s 32.S 
49 3-6 61.2 -~ 4 10.--'8 35 13 37.-l 
61 50 8l .-O '63 22 3ti.~9 42 1-6 313-l 

-1-' 
V1 
,y., 



STA~~ CQU~TS MAP~ ~~ ALf ALFA FQR l'UE 

RECIPROCA~l~C OV.T~eRBAR 



Height of ReElication I 
Mph Measure Total Uncut Percent 

{inches) Stalks Stalks Uncut 

4.2 4 47 0 0 
60 l 1. 7 
54 4 7 .4 
34 3 8.8 
41 10 24.4 
53 21 39.6 

3 47 0 0 
60 6 lOoO 
54 13 24.1 
34 13 38.2 
41 l8 43.9 
53 28 5208 

5.3 4 43 3 7.0 
50 7 14.0 
68 6 8.8 
57 8 14.0 
53 9 u.o 
70 18 25 .7 

3 43 t 16.3 
50 9 18.0 
68 10 14. 7 
57 18 31.6 
53 17 32.1 
-;o 29 41.4 

ReElication II 
Total Uncut Percent 
Stalks Stalks Uncut 

55 1 1.8 
63 3 4-8 
60 3 5.0 
76 3 3.9 

55 10 18.2 
63 7 lLl 
,6Q 8 13.3 
76 9 ll.8 

65 5 7.7 
56 9 16.l 
75 15 20.0 
43 8 t8.6 
39 8 20.5 
57 9 15.8 

65 '9 13.S 
56 19 .:n .9 
15 30 40.0 
43 14 32 .fi 
39 l3 33.3 
57 20 35. l 

ReElication III 
Total Uncut Percent 
Stalks Stalks Uncut 

Average 
Percent 

Uncut 

9_7 

22.4 

l.:5 • z,. 

28.6 

l-' 
Ul 
\;11 



Height of Re:elication I 
Mph Measure Total Uncut Percent 

{inches) Stalks Stalks Uncut 

6.0 q. 69 3 4.3 
64 1 1.6 
53 1 1.9 
61 7 11.5 
70 5 7 .1 
92 9 9.8 

3 69 11 15.9 
64 5 7.8 
53 6 1L3 
61 19 31.1 
70 11 15. 7 
92 21 22.8 

7.0 4 46 9 19. 6 
57 5 8.8 
67 16 23.9 
44 9 20.4 
61 13 21.3 
55 9 16.4 

3 46 17 37.D 
57 8 14.0 
67 18 2-6.9 
44 17 38.o 
61 27 44.3 
55 14 -Z5~4 

Re2lication II 
Total Uncut Percent 
Stalks Stalks Uncut 

38 2 5.3 
38 5 13.2 
63 3 4.8 
39 3 7.7 
54 4 7 .4 
36 6 16.7 

38 8 21.0 
38 11 28.9 
63 11 17.5 
39 15 38.5 
54 w lB.5 
36 8 22. 2 

54 10 18.5 
56 6 10_7 
65 TB 27.J 
T1J 14 20.0 
31 3 8 .1 
48 8 16.7 

54 15 27 .8 
56 9 16. l 
65 20 30.8 
7-0 18 25.7 
37 -a 2L6 
48 12 25.0 

Re:elication III 
Total Uncut Percent 
Stalks Stalks Uncut 

63 3 4.8 
33 0 0.0 
78 10 12-8 
34 6 17. 6 
76 10 13.2 
59 il 18.6 

63 5 7.9 
33 6 18.2 
76 25 32.0 
34 16 47 ~O 
76 19 25 .0 
59 22 37.3 

Average 
Percent 
Uncut 

8.8 

23.3 

17.1 

27 .8 

I-' 
VI 

°' 



Height of ReElication I 
Mph Measure Total Uncut Percent 

~inches) Stalks Stalks Uncut 

8.8 4 39 12 30.~ 

64 22 34.4 
48 20 41. 7 
28 12 42.8 
45 27 60.0 
44 25 56,8 

3 39 15 38.5 
64 41 64.1 
48 28 58.3 
28 23 82.1 
45 30 u6.7 
44 30 6E.2 

Re2lication II 
Total Uncut Percent 
Stalks Stalks Uncut 

ReElication III 
Total Uncut Percent 
Stalks Stalks Uncut 

Average 
Percent 
Uncut 

44.4 

63.0 

I-' 
VI 
-...J 



APPENDIX E 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TA~LES 

1 c: Q 



S-ource 

RD TS PD 
GRDSPD 
-GRDS PB X ROTS PD 

Error ''A" 

GDSP 
GDSP X ROTSPD 
GDSP X GRDSPD 
GDSP X ROTSPD X GRDSPD 

Error ''B" 

PLOT 
PLOT X ROTSPD 
PLOT X GRDSPD 
PLOT X ROTSPD X GRDSPD 

Error "C11 

PLOT X GDSP 
PLOT X GDSP X ROTSPD 
PLOT X GDSP X GNDS~D 
PLOT X GDSP X ROTSPD 

X GNDSPD 

Error "D'' 

Total 

TABLE XI 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE COMPOUND HELICAL 
CUTTERBAR - BOTH GUARD SPACINGS 

DF SS MS 

1 180.2 180.2 
5 2688.5 .337.7 
5 1924. 6 384.9 

24 1250.l 302.1 

1 34-00.5 3400.5 
l 74.4 74.4 
5 302.3 60.4 
5 270.9 54.2 

24 2508.7 104.5 

3 1471.4. 9 4908.3 
3 945.-0 315 .. :0 

15 2T78.-0 185 .2 
15 2416.7 161. l 

72 14180.0 196.9 

3 386.5 128.8 
3 99.1 33.0 

15 1113.6 74.2 

15 790. l 52.7 

n. 6419.:6 89. 2 

287 6245~.7 

F 

<l 
1. 78 
1.27 

32.53 
<l 
<l 
<l 

24.92 
1.60 

<l 
<l 

1.44 
<l 
<l 

<l 

Observe-d 
Si nificance 

O. le 
0.32 

<0.001 

<0. ()'()1 

0.20 

0.24 

....... 
Vt 

'° 



.S"°urce 

GRDSPD 

ROTS PD 

t;RDS PD X ROTS PD 

Error "Au 

PLOT 

Linear Effect 

Quadratic Effect 

Cubic Ef£ect 

PLOT X GRDSPD 

PLOT X ROTS PD 

PLOT X GRDSPD X RO'rSPD 

Error 11B"'' 

Total 

TABLE XII 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE F-OR THE COMPOUND HELICAL 
CUTTERBAR - 5 INCH GUARD SPACING 

DF SS MS 

5 L048.2 409.6 

l 243.1 243.1 

5 1137 .2 227 .-4 

24 6124.1 259.3 

3 65-63.6 2187.9 

1 eS2o.'6 6526.'6 

1 34.8 34.B 

1 2.2 2~2 

15 18.69.9 124.6 

3 551~-Z. 183A3 

15 152,6.4 101.8 

-72 99.7:3.3 1J8.5 

143 3-0137 .2 

F 

1.58 

<l 

<l 

15. 79 

47.12 

<l 

<l 

<1 

1.33 

<l 

Observee 
Significaa"Ce 

0. 21 . 

<0.001 

<0.-001 

0.23. 

l-' 

°' -0 



TABLE XIII 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE RECIPROCATING CUTTERBAR 

Source DF SS MS 

GNDSPD 3 1055. 0 351.7 

Error "A" 4 -357~3 89.3 

INCHES 1 3722. 6 3722.6 

GNDSPD X INCHES 3 44.-8 14.'9 

Error "B" 4 92.5 30.:8 

PLOT 2 2112 .6 1356. 3 

PLOT X GNDSPD 6 3253 .9 542~3 

PLOT X INCHES 2 91.7 45.8 

PLOT X GNDSPD X INCHES 0 158.2 26.4 

Error "C" 64 3239.2 :so.u 

Total 95 14727.8 

F 

3.94 

120.71 

<1. 

~ .. $.D 

i.o.n 
<1 

<l 

Observed 
Significance 

-G .12 

<0.001 

-<fLOOl 

<0--001 

.I-' 

°' ...... 



Source 

GNDSPD 

Error "A1 ' 

PLOT 

PLOT X GNDSPD 

Error "B" 

Total 

TABLE XIV 

ANALYSIS OE VARIANCE FOR THE RECIPROCATING 
CUTTERBAR WITH PLOT 3 DELETED 

DF SS MS 

3 1062.l 354.0 

4 62.7 15. 7 

1 151.4 151.4 

3 68.l 22.l 

20 353A9 17.7 

31 1698. 2 

F 

22.58 

8.55 

1.28 

Observed 
Significance 

<(LQ-01 

0~009 

O.J2 

1-' 
O'.\ 
N 
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